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Weather
Tuesday: mostly sunny - 32-37
Tuesday night: chance of snow - 20's
Wednesday: chance of snow - 30's

Tuesday November 9, 1976

Durham, N.H.

Senate committee suggests
early modified- c~alendar
By Rob McCormack
(rather than late January) and
Professor David Moore, . end in mid May (rather than late
chairman of the University May).
Senate's Calendar Study ComEllis said this would result in
mittee, moved at yesterday's ·better utilization of facilities in
University Senate meeting that .January and would benefit the
guidelines be adopted for a summer term, presumably by
modified early semester calen- .allowing it to start .earlier and
dar to be implemented for a last longer.
minimum of three years, starting
In disruss1onof the motion by
in the 1978-79 school year.
··· Moore, which lasted for an hour
The motion encompassed
.
reoonunend:itions

made

by

Moore's committee in a report to
the University Senate.
.
Among the recommendations
were that there be a minimum of
13 w_eeks of classes per semester,
that classes currently meeting
for 50 minutes be extended to 60
minutes and classes now meeting
for 80 minutes be extended to 90
minutes, that there be a January
term of at least three weeks of
classes to be considered separate
from the regular academic year,
and that the summer term be extended to a minimum of 13 weeks
of classes.
There is now no January term,
and the summer session lasts for
eight weeks.
The motions by Moore's committee will be voted on in a
special University Senate
meeting Monday, Nov. 15.
Vice Provost for Academic Affairs David Ellis read a motion
ye8terday that the senate rescind
its decision of last spring to have
a traditional calendar be used
again· next year with the
following exception: the second
semester begin in mid January

S

ee related story,
paue 2
e

and a half, questions were raised
about- the quality of educ~tion
that could be provided in the
modified early calendar as well
as scheduling problems and
longer working days for faculty
that would result.
Senator Robert Simpson,
associate professor of physics,
said that students now taking
physics 407 and 408 "are hanging
on by their fingernails as it is."

Simpson said the modified calendar would result in either more
students flunking out or a
relaxation of department standards.
:Margot Clark, assistanf
professor of art, expressed "the
total undesirability" on behalf of
the Arts Department for the
proposed addition of ten minutes
to each class". "There is only a
certain amount that a human
being can take in one whack, "

said Clark.
Representatives . of
the
engineering, language, music,
math and physical science departm~nts said their departmen_
ts
opposed the plan.
Ellis said that the question was
one of quality versus convenience. "Are we providing the quality
of education to students that is
needed?" asked Ellis.
Noting the general lack of acCALENDAR, page 12

Kari-van blunders:
who is to blame?

Editor's note: The firing of spring caused the reduced
Kari-van Supervisor Bruce schedule.
Stevens in July raised many
Stevens was fired from bis
questions and conc·erns position in June. l976 while on
among students at the begin- vacation and before his extended
Dean of the Whittemore School Jan Clee sh;akes a leg with
ning of this se~este~. probationary period was comhis partner at Frida,v nights gourmet dinner sponsored by
Stevens, in his twenties, was plete.
a Hotel Administration class (Ed Ack~rphoto)
popular among students. He
Stevens said he believes there
was unique for holding such is mismanagement within the
an important administrative Kari-van system because of:
post at tJNH at such a young
--conflicts between Henry
age. The New Hampshire De>zier and Eugene Leaver,
~nstantly ·
broken down
presents this article as an attempt to shed light on a buses.
cloudy situation that concerJSy Milly McLean
the 60's and 70's," Rodman said,
At 28, his hair !s still long. He ned many members of the
The year is 1969. It was a hot "getting kicked off for drinking.
has a beard and still rooks like a University community.
year. People traveled across the
"Actually I keep accusing college student in jeans and flancountry. And back. And back students that they are different nel shirt.
By Diane Breda
again. Drugs and lettuce boycotts but I'm not so sure. Thev.do seem
The UNH Kari-van is running a
"The sixties," he says leaning
and arrests. Love-festivals con- to be more conservative and con- forward suddenly, "They're so reduced schedule this semester.
trasted with the violence.
The Kari-van fleet consisted of
cerned about making it," RodRODMAN, page6
That's what the book is going to man said.
four buses at the beginning of the
semester. The number of buses
be about.
Assistant professor of Speech
was reduced from eight buses
last spring.
and Drama George Rodman has
The ·united States Navy
been writing it since __Jll71. He
plans to finish it this summer.
donated a 1965 Dodge van in OcRodman's book is about two
tober. Three more buses are exyoung men who travel across the
pected to join the Kari-van
country. It tries to explain some
.aroundNov.15. · .
of the events of the late 1960's,
What is the reason for this
reduced schedule? Is it related to
Rodman said. "The story is ~bout
me, what I was going through."
the firing of Bruce Stevens this
He says he doesn't really know
summer? Former . Kari-van
what hews going through. In 1969
supervisor
Bruce Stevens
Bruce Stevens
Rodman was a student at
believes that mismanagement
Glassboro College in New Jersey
within the system resulted in the
He traveled . cross-~ountry. He
--leasing of old buses with new
reduced schedule.
fried lettuce-boycotting and
Director of Physical Plant chassis,
Operations and Maintenance
--running Mercedes Benz buses
protests.
· <PPO&M) Eugene Leaver and for their VIP value, and
"I'd wind up in jail/' he says
lightly. "People would try to kill
Assistant Director of PPO&M
--Dozier's fear .of losing his job
Henry Dozier said the budget and therefore not being concer;.
me."
In college he_also played pool,
allotted to the Kari-van is the ned with the best interest of the
drank large quantities of beer
reason for the schedule reduc- students.
and got kicked -off the wrestling
tion.
:.Jteveps~prli~ under Leaver,
team for drinking and smoking.·
Assistant Kari-van Supervisor D1.;zier an,d Vice Provost of
Communications professor George Rodman (Ed Acker
"That's the difference between
Robert Provencher believes the
photo)
STEVENS, page 4
actions of Bruce Stevens last

Drug&; love festivals and violence

Rodman revisits the 60s

Merton
Andy Merton says he
used to play bass in a
rock n' roll band. Now
he teaches journalism
at UNH. His socks don't
match, though. Read
about him on page 3.

Sellout

Showdown

Tai Mahal and Ry
Cooder sold out both of
their MUSO-sponsored
concerts on Sunday. For
a look at how it went
(even two hours late) see
page 13.

Who would have thought
at Homecoming that
UNH would have a shot
at the conference title
and at another playoff
berth this year? See the
story on page 20 and the
column on page 19.
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Closing of Counseling Center
is. discussedr · at Student Caucus

It's getting colder every day' but this woman braves the
elements with a smile (Ed Acker photo)
.

Senate committee
submits its report ·

ByThe
Diane
Breda
proposal
submitted by Vice
Provost of Student Affairs
Richard Stevens which would
abolish the Counseling and
Testing Center as it now exists
, "rs purely a dollar and cents
. .d t
"argument ,, . d v·
8
for ":Student~u
Ser~~::es~ ae~k
Calhoun.
.Tlie functions of the Counseling
and Testing Center will not be
abolished but reenacted within
other facilities mainly Hood
House, said Calhoun at the
Student Caucus meeting Sunday
night.
The Counseling and Testing
Center is the only student affair
area where money can be
"juggled around " sai~ Calhoun
''The Counselin'.g ana Testing
ptmsouneI are ~rtc.frmlng services below their level of
qualification, but are being j>aid
on their level of qualification " ·
. . '
said ~a1:ho~:
T~1s JUSbf1~s th~ lawsmt filed
agamst the Umvers1ty by_Barbara·
Brockelman and Judy Palmer
both clinical associates at th~
Counseling Cente~ who claim
they are performmg the. ~me
~s
~he
chm cal
work
os,vc;holog1sts,. said Calhoun.. The
chm_~l associates are ~rform- Jng - on an equal level with the

By Gary Langer
the six week January break, and .
The University Senate Calen- faculty concerns that the first
dar st.udy ~ommittee . yesterday . semester was tOo rushed, caused
submitted its report to the senate the . senate to reinstate the
recommending adoption of the traditional semester. Richardson
modified early semester for the said that no alternatives to the
1!178-79term.
traditional calendar were
The committee unanimously . discussed. ''We were rushed to
suggested "that the 1977-78 makeadecision."hesaid.
calendar should at least remain
The committee met with
_ on the current early semester "groups and individuals in the
system" due to "the clear un- University community represendesirability of the traditional ,ting facu}.ty, students, and P.A.T.
semester system," which the staff concerns" in their
senate has instituted for the 1977- evaluation of five alternative
78term.
calendars. The proposal of two
By Ted Pease
This suggestion could not be in- ten week terms, according to the
The Ac\ministration of the
eluded in the committee's official committee, was "widely rejecrecommendations because it was ted." The traditional semester University of New Hampshire is
appointed by the Senate . was "overwhelmingly rejected." trying to exclude 47 library staff
Executive Council in April 1!176 The. current early semester, · members from the State Em"receives
little ployees Association (SEA) which
. "to report to the Senate no later however,
is attempting to organize as the
than Nov. 14.-1976 its recommeri- criticism."
dation for the academic calendar
Among the committee's staff bargaining unit on campus.
The State Public Employees
for years after 1977-78." The recommendations are that:
calendar committee consists of
-There be a minimum of 13 Labor Relations Board <PELR)
approved the University's exsix professors and two students.
weeks of classes per semester,
'I:he modified early semester
-Class times ( 50 and 80 clusion of the 47 library staff. An
would add ten minutes to class minutes) be increased by ten appeal brought by the SEA on
.. time, shorten class duration by . minutes., to 60 and 90 minutes for behaH of the library staff is· pen- ding.
one week, institute a separate · each class,
Frederic E. Arnold, the UNH
January term and allow for a
-The second semester start no
long weekend semester break· in earlier than the beginning of the ·personnel director, said that the
October.
fourth week of January and finish Administration "did not feel that
"I have serious reservations . no lat!!r than the end of the third they (the library staff members>
were ·like the other o~rating
about the proposal," said Univer- .week m May.
sity President Eugene Mills. The
- A January term,1 to be con- staff," that they bad ' no comsenate might be rushing into sidered separate from the munity of interest" and so should
something that it doesn't know regularterm, beadoptedtolasta n~ be part of the SEA bargaining
unit.
.
the implications, of he said.
minimum of three weeks.
Charlotte Anderson, Dimond
-The summer term have a
"A calendarmust best serve
Library's Assistant Librarian
both educational and learning minimum of 13 weeks of classes
purposes. Convenience should be
-This plan be adopted for a caiiS this "patently ridiculous."'
put second," Mills said.
niinimwn of three years to en"There is probably no teaching
" My humble opinion is that it sure "calendar stability."
will receive overwhelming support'' from the senate, said
Senate Chairman Allen Thompson. Thompson said that the
''first order of business" will be
to adopt the committee's recommendations for yearsafter1977-78.
The senate should then att~mpt to
find a "practical alternative" to
says Ringer.
.
next year's calendar. Thompson Bv Marion Gordon
SVTO shows tapes daily in the
said th~ modified early semester,
The Student Video Tape· Commuter Lounge from noon to
excluding the January term is a Organization has $11,000 worth of' 3:00 p.m. The tapes mix enterpossibilitY,
'
equip~ent, a $7 ,500 operating
tainment such as band ~rfor
The proposal will be voted on in budget and only a group of five or - mances
_and Nati~nal Lampoon
a special session of the senate on . six peoJ?.le to use it.
Shows
with
educabonal material
''We
ve
got
au
tms
equipment
Nov.15.
such
as
an
with
The committee's recommen- with a vague idea of how to use it. photographer interview
Lotte Jacobi.
dations, if adopted by the senate Video is still a new medium," Recently,
SVTO has been
and r~tified by the University says Program Director Rob Cun- showing video
tapes Tuesday
.
Board of Trustees,.will not affect ningham .
nights
at
the
MUB.
There are 50 people on their
next year's calendar. Tlfu senate
Some student produced tapes
membership list, but a group of are:
decided -last year to adopt the
Lunch at the Dump, taped at
traditional semester for the 1977- five or six students do most of the the Stone
Church in Newmarket
work
which
involves
advertising,
78. t~r~ because of "quite vocal
U':liv~r~ity
President Eugen~
programming and taping.
cribc1sm from administration
Peter Ringer, president of SV- Mills first open forum meeting,
and faculty' ' of the current early
TO, runs a video workshop for the student demonstration and
semester, according · to last
the Women for Higher Education
two credits under the sponsorship concert.
year's
Senate
Chairman
of the Speech and Drama DeparProfessor John Richardson.
'
Ringer says anyone can use
tment. Studeµts ~n the workshop
Richardson siad the traditional
usethe orgamzabon's equipment. 'their equipment. He said video is
semester will have a two to three
one alternative to writing papers
week "lame duck" se.ssion of
'.::very UN.H student pays about f ~r a course. Ringer did a
classes after Christmas vacation
as cents out of the Student Ac- videotape for a project in a comat the end of the first semester.
tivity Tax to fund SVTO.
munications course he took.
The early semester 'in effect
"We don't actually make any
Nancy Waldman, a member of
now was adopted in the 1!173-74
mopey, '' says Ringer. SVTO SVTO and the student coorschool year in order to avoid
budgets $1500· for video tape dinator for the recycling center,
holding classes during the coldest
progr~ms which- they rent from also made a tape about recycling
part of the year, a reaction to the
the Video Tape Network in New for a project in her mass comenergy crisis. Richardson said
York. The average cost to rent a munications class.
that last year's lessening of the
tape is $175 for a week.
energy crunch, parental pressure
"We can't fill up a year of
on the administration to shorten
programming on those tapes," svro, page 12

·
c ~mcaI psyc hoIog1~fs,
yet not
with equal pay' he said.
. "There ~s been. a tremendous
mcrease m ser~1~es at Ho~d
House,
specif~cally .. m
gynecology, . athletic med1cme,
and the nursmg staff. The budget
allotted for student affairs does
no~ allow Hood. House fu~ds f?r
~hi~ type of mcrease, said
~. oun.
.
. .
Students must decide which is
more necessary -- the Council and
T~sting Center or Hood House,"
said Calhoun.
"Hoo_d House will have to cut
back. if the Counseling and
Testmg Center stays," said
Calhoun.
Calhoun said that the University budget gives Hood. House
~70,000 :md tho Cowu;obng ~nd
Testing Center $145,000. The
major ~rtion of the$145,000 goes
to salaries.
"We could get the same services now provided at the Counseling and Testing, improve Hood
Hotise and not lose out in
quality," said Calhoun.
Calhoun said that his Counseling and Testing review committee was not "taking sides" but
presenting the facts of the submittedproposal.
Student Body President Dave

.
. .
Farnham
said,
"I per.sonnally
believe the Counseling and
Testing issue is a lot more than
just a budgetary matter. There's
a personnel problem and Stevens
lis using the budget to elliminate
. the center ,,
Farnha~ referred to the mandatory '$55 health fee which was
to be imple~ented over three
years and which would generate
over $500,000 a year.
He said, "I know this $55 health
fee will ~e in our future ~nd not
too far mto the future either. I
hope students keep that in mind
an~ b~war~." He said . ~he
pmvers1ty_will n~t get a twhon
mcrease so they will return to the
$55 health fee.
Calhoun said with the s~bmit
ted nrooosal. $65,000 will be
saved. "'Ehis sum can be used to
put into ~provem~nts in Hood
House - increase m staff and
salaries," he said.
The pr.opasal ~ould create four
new positions. In the proposal,
grad!18te students are c~pable to
provide the s~~e sel'Vlces now
: held b~ adm1mstra.tors at th~
C~unsehng and Testmg Center,
said Calhoun.
- ..
Two of the new ~1bons under .
· COUNSELING, page
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University librarians excluded
from collective bargaining unit
..

.

~

.

staff, depaitmenf or office -0n tactic", aithough they don't know
campus that we don't have con- what the University would gain
tact with," she said.
·
by such a delay.
Arnold says that the library "This is not the first time the
staff in question, whose official University has tried to limit the
title is "Library Technical number of people in-a ba_rgaining
~sistarit'; are actually cla5sified ·unit," said Anderson, referring t().
as technical staff. Other the AAUP (faculty union) apPeal
technkal staff, he said, would in- now before the New Hampshire _
elude fire, security police main- Supreme Court.
tenance and other such personAccording to Regnell, what the
nel.
.
Library Technical Assistants are
Anderson says that library per- most mad about is that they won't
sonnal are nationally accepted as have a chance to vote in the upoperating staff and that the UNH coming SEA elections on campus
library staff should · also be if the PELR Board rejects their
recognized as such.
appeal. The SEA ·wm hold no
Melinda Regnell, one of the 47 elections until the matter is
Library T~cimical ..t\ssistants straightened out, she said.
resen~s. b~mg cl~SSlfted as. a , The case could conceivably go
techme1an. She 1s also chair- · as far as the State Supreme
woman of the systems personnel Court, she said.
policy council-operating staff
"It looks like we're being sold
which makes recommendations down the river and we don't know
to the operating staff council wby,"saidRegnell.
''The University won't talk to
board.
Both she and Anderson see the us," she said "they won't tell us
University's action in opposing
'
the library staff as a "Delaying . LIBRARIANS, page 9

SVTO has equipment
but needs workers

·

·

.

. SVTo''l>resident Pete~ R~nger, wtio is responsible for a
great .deal of the orgamzations programming. (Karen Harfogems photo)

Merton the addict-doesn't quite match
the polls 'knowing they'd cancel
By Cindy Fernald
"I'm an addict," Andy Merton each other out, but they always
unabashedly told his newswriting voted. I've never missed an elecclass last Tuesday. He was tion,'' Merton said proudly ..
Much of Merton's writing has
referring to the political campaign. "I'll go home· and watch also been politically orientated._
the election results until three in He did a series of political colum- _
the morning or however long it ns for Foster's Daily Democrat
takes," he declared. It ended up last spring before the primaries.
He has written several features
taking until 4:30a.m.
Merton sat in his living room about politicians, including
that evening, watching the elec- Senator John Durkin and Judge
tion results onT.V. The lanky 32- Hugh H. Bownes that appeared in
year-old assistant" professor recent issues of Yankee
' lounged en the couch with his feet Magazine.
"Frequently my opinion of.
tUP on a weathered crate coffee
table, sipping apple cider. He was someone goes down after interj in stocking feet and his socks viewing him," Merton said, "but
•were of two different shades of with Senator Durkin it went up.
The way he views the Senate is
gold.
His hair doesn't quite match _great; saying he could help
either. The frizzy shock of peo}>le better as the Insurance
prematurely graying hair that Commissioner than .as a
looks: like an afro that didn't.

SP.nator"

Merton worked for the Boston _ Journalism professor Andy Merton
make it contrasts strikingly with
bold, black eyebrows and Herald Traveller as a political
reporter after graduating from said, smiling. "UNH beat the
sideburns.
As he watched an interview on UNl{ in 1967. When the paper Globe by about 12 hours."
Channel 9, Merton quipped, ·"See folded in 1972-Merton,.along with
"I was a :little nervous about
how long· it takes him to say he the rest of the staff, went job hun- coming back to UNH as a
doesn't know," and flipped the ting. They had a few months teacher," he confided, "and I was
dial. On Channel 4, the South was warning and many, including terrified at my first class. It was
solidly purple for Carter and Merton, applied at the Boston a writing class and I expected a
Merton was hopeful. Actually Globe for.work.
lot of questions. Nobody asked
"I had also run into Don any. It only lasted about seven By Mark Pridham
Carter's states were supposed to
Ad~ms said the Fire Deparbe red· but the television's color Murray CUNH Professor of minutes. It got better though."
·Individuals who do not attenci tment originally rated the J.
was slightly off. It made the English) my former professor.
Indeed it did. Elizabeth · UNH must be 18 years of age or Geils concert a 9, but lowered
people in the interview look that spring. He told me to apply Grimm, a junior majoring in older to attend the J. Geils con- their rating "over seven" after
slightly green and Merton fqr a position at UNH, but I journalism, sees English 621 cert scheduled for Sunday, Nov. talking to SCOPE; .
thought the drapes behind them wasn't too hQpeful because there <Newswritin~) as a good way to 21 at the Field House. UNH
"We would have rated Geils as
were abOut 150 other applicants," 'get the basics.~ "I think it will students will be admitted regar- 6.9 but the Fire and Police Deparlooked like mold. ·
"I had a political upbringing," he-said.
help with any kind of writing," dless of age.
tments rated it a 9. There was no
That summer it began to look she said. "It makes you organize
Merton said. "I lived in New
This is due to the concert's way to .get around It. ~eff Beck
York City· until I was nine, then _ as though he could have _either your thoughts and be cl~r and rating of "over seven" by SCOPE . was rated a 6.9, ~' s_he said.
my family moved to Long Island. the UNH .or the Glo~ position-. ·~r precise. ·You can see youtseH im- and the Police and Fire DeparThis rating system, a part . of
One of my parents was a decided to take whichever one ,prove," Grimm said.
the Public Events Policy, was intments.
.
Democrat and the other was a came through first. I'm very conThe rating policy applies to all stituted as a direct result of the
Republican. They used to go to. servative; I like to eat," Merton MERTON, page 17
public concerts. Concerts are AeroiSmith concert in Sept. 1974.
. reviewed to determine intensity
According to SCOPE president
and classified on a scale of zero to Ronda Flashen, the Aerosmith
.ten. At high intensity _concerts, crowd was . 'totally ·chaotic ..
those rated seven or above, non~ People were drinking· b~r and
Univer5ity people wishing to at- the smoke was so U:iick you
tenq -~u~~ be 18 years of age or couldn't breathe."
older.
·~n was a pretty int~nse crowd.
crashing, through
'fe~ho S. Kauppine.q~ ,54,
KB:tiP~~!l~ wh,~ \y~_ ~o h,a~e = best:m:his work witll stud~n~ and_ SCOPE secretai:y .tr~surer, People were
1
as~istant dean ~of the C9llege ·Qf retir·oo· this ·June, recieved his·. on his ·committees," s~id Robert Dave Clements said .:~1Je~ ~OJ¥!~~t. window~ and r~hipg the' doors to
E~gineeri~g and Physical $.<;ien- Bachelor's of Science . :;in_
d Keesey, assistant t0: University rec~ived the high rating. bec;ause ·get in,·· said q~ineJl~ .
The .criterijt' for rating ,a conces, died ofa heart attack Friaay Master_s . Degree of 3cierice: 'in President Eugene Mills . . "The the Police."know,J. Geils draws a
·cert or other public events in- ~
mo.rning. His secre.t ary, GaroJ Mechapical Engineering from 'first element of · bis association .rowdY crQWd. ''
French, found Kauppinen in his the University of New Uampshire . with UN:H was. as a graduate in. "J. -Geils has a big High S~hooL· ...cluqes the perlorma~ce record.of
Kingsbury Hall office. .
_in 1939 and 1947. He attended 1939. He had worked long hours appeal.. I think, more people the artist,· the age appeal, tlw
· ''I was cha_tting recently with a Webb Institute of Naval At~hitec:. with students and had ,ff real in- would gc(if it weren ~t. for their probab14! att~ndance and. safely
student about Dean. K.auppiil,en ture. between 1~31-s:t _a qfin the terest in people_ He .was a good audience . The high rating considerations.
The concert is reviewed in adand what the student said was summer Qf 1945 becallle a drcµ- and dear friend' and alwayg h,ad a eliminates all the High School
basically my · opinion of him," tsman for Kidder Press Com- steady and calm approach . to - rowdies," said SCOPE publicity vanced · . by . SCOPE ,. the
Durham/UNH Fi~ Department,
said Richard · Davis. "Dean pal!Y., Dover;
things. His was an interest in the director Lois Adams.
This is the first concert to be , the Office of . 'recreation and
Kauppinen left his mark on In 1968, he became the Assistant University that went beyond the
rated higher than .6.9 since the Student Activities and the Public··
many, ~ many stt.Jdepts. His Dean of. · the Colle.g e of requirements of his job."
capacity to identify with studen- Engineering and Physical Scien~
Kauppinen is survived by_his Public Events Policy · was in- Safety Division.
The concert is then classified to
ts, their needs and interests, and ces.
wife Margaret Rhome, three stituted in 1974. No other SCOPE
his effort to help .solve their prob"Everyone has spoken highly brothers, Armask, of West sponsored concert has limited at- determine.intensity on a scale of
lems was just outstanding. That of him from the Dean and the Minister, Mass., Russell Ames of tendance lo age, according to
J. GEILS, pag? 8
was his principle interest and faculty on down," said Laurence Fitchburgh, Mass., a~d Aimo Adams.
function.
E. Webber of the Dean's Office. Kauppinen of San Francisco, two
"One.example of his effort.was "And when he was a teacher, · sisters Leija Fritc and Ilona
sitting down twice a year to write students thought it was a loss Deering both of New York.
P.,
a letter to every student in this when he went into ad- · Funeral services were held .'
college that was in trouble. Inhis ministration.'~
yesterday morning . ~t the St.
letters, he outlined what they
''He certamly was a good Thomas Moore Church of
could do to help themselves."
friend of mine and I knew him Durham.
been "overlooked" by the TrafBy Tom Eastman
Whether or not students will be fic and Safety Bureau.
Cars ticketed for illegal
allowed to park in the dirt area
adjacent to Lot B <near WSBE) parking in the dirt area prior to
should be decided at this Wed- Oct. 13 were granted an extension
nesday's Traffic and Parking of appeal time to Nov. 5 .at the
Committee meeting. The com- Oct. 20 Traffic and Appeals
mittee will hear a report com- Board meeting because of the
piled by the Physical Plant confusion concerning the right to
Operations and Maintenance park in the area.
According to Gordon Byers,
CPPOand M) concerning the
present parking problem in the chairman of the University Appeals Board, 31 persons appealed
dirt area.
~
their parking tickets. Byers said
According to Charles Breeding, that of that total, 23 appeals have
chairman of the UNH Traffic and been approved and one has been
Parking Committee, the PPO and denied. The remaining seven
M report should determine have not yet been processed
whether any changes in parking
"As far as I know," Breeding
regulations will be made concer- said, "the status of parking in the
ning the disputed dirt area.
dirt section off Lot B is still the
In the past, students were same as it was at the last Traffic
allowed to park in the /dirt area and Parking Committee meeting
without receiving tickets. Early Oct. 13-it is still illegal."
this semester, many students
Breeding said that although
received tickets for parking in parking in the dirt area is still
the dirt area and boulders were illegal, the Traffic and Parking
. set up Oct. 18 by the PPO and M Committee will probably take
to keep cars from entering the some action at this Wednesday's
area.
. mee~ing.
·
"We expect to learn from the
There had been some confusion ~ PPO and M report the number of
concerning the status of parking in parking spaces possible in the·
, the dirt area accoramg to . dirt area and also,the question of
Breeding because in the past, possible expansion of Lot B,"
The line of boulders that the Traffic and Safety Department eut up so that students would
cars illegal~y parked there had Breeding said.
know they couldn't park in the dirt area off L'ot B. <Steven Morrison photo)
.

Heavy security in
effect for J. Geils

Suffered heart attack .in·office

Tenho

Kauppine~

dies

1

p ark ma
• · COfilfil}•ttee
• Iot
to d eel•d e on d Irt
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many.
''The proposal Bruce sent to
"Leaver didn't want to admit Prince had two alternatives. He
that the bus was a piece of junk. asked for 14 new buses with a
He like it for its VIP value.
$250,000 budget to be accepted
STEVENS
"Whenever we had to transport within three days or a reduced
state legislators or Trustees to schedule," said Provencher.
continued from page 1
football games or wherever, we
The proposal should not have
would take them in the Mercedes been sent directly to Prince. said
B~et and Administration Allan
because it had 'nice seats,' "said Provencher. "I did not agree with
Prince.
Stevens.
that. That's just not the way to do
··1 feel now that anyone higher
Stevens said, "We should have it. Bruce put the pressure on."
up from Dozier hates me and
taken them in the worst bus we
The proposal should have first
anyone below him is on my side,"
had that was just good enough to gone to Dozier so he could review
said Stevens. Stevens said he was
run but more representative of it, said Provencher.
fired because he "did not work
the system." he said.
"The reduced schedule we had
within the system."
Dozier said, "When we sold this semester was all Bruce's
'"During my six month
those buses ·they each had over baby," said Provencher.
probationary period the users
60,000 miles on them."
Provencher said the budget
and drivers of the Kari-van were
He said the Mercedes became couldn't allow the Kari-van
basically satisfied with my perinadequate because of the $250,000 with only three days to
formance," ~id Stevens. He said
amount of passengers they could reply. The Kari-van got the alterthe foremah~s· committee that
.hold. "So we didn't use them as native.
·
reviewed him' found no problems
much.
. Stevens said a decision had to
with Stevens. as a supervisor.
"My only pro.t,lell) ~ame with the
"We could' havq told students, be made. within three · days
managem~' he said.
faculty ahd staff that we believed because, "This. will allow the bus
Assistant Director.of PPO&M
there woqtd,, Qe=8 cutback in ser- and _radio cc0mpanies to order
Dozier said, "I will not publicly
vice beccm~· of finances,'"' said equipment on the manufa_c turer's
discUss Mr. Stevens' perfornian- '
Stevens.
!•
.
schedules. If the deadline is not
c;:p ,. Q.8 o. &~PPf'."~or •. :,~hcit~s ,, a
b~.~ lr~ /p:m;:Car,Lciia'5iugPurpa:i:icn~cr, q~ '!'~HJ, k"Pf ~ilF,C
·r m~tqi~ : ti!§ stuaems lwereJ:Hl ~- ett n_o ~P~Y· t:~p:p,rp.viae for
private mattet_-- b~!~.e~~t' . ~{- ,_. ~~oi~~h·becr~qs~ -,~~f1Y we~ not Leaver · liketf itg ' ~·ni~· teatS,, ~·· irl~e because they found
·khotbe1··~uipment . ~mensurate
-Stevens and the admiiiistrators. r.i holionng thett contracts.'·'
said:St~v~ns.:
, i ~. ' • 1 mfohJunei t!tere would ~,,e a with the first alt~rpati_l(t!.' :
Stevens said he does not believE
Dozier said, "Jan-Car supplied
"The Mercedes ran .a total of r~duc~d ~hedule,': he said. ·
· . ''.Tner.e. were. n~ weekend runs
the administration. was- commit- us the vehicles and the main- about 'three weeks'ail seme8tet,·11 J · "Steven8 'was· fired before the at all on Bruce's, schedule. · we
ted "to an effective transpor- tenance. They did have sonie saidSt-evens.
Kari-van budgetwa-s processed;
added those our~elves, '' said
tation and traffic management problems with servicing the
Dozier said, "Yes, they were
He said he is pleased with the Provencher.
·
system." .
·
vehicles because of their cbnstant goo~-l~king b.uses. They had . $35,000 the Kari-van received this
"Also, Bruce would only work
'"Ha state insoeetor came to use.
_synthet_1c voulour sea~. But, we semester. "I knew about the with Timberlane. He said no one
money before I left," said else could give us buses," said
Stevens.
Provencher.
"The budget we (Provencher
The Timberlane Transpor~
~
.:J
__ :J'
I ·cedes_~buses · w~re originalfy and Stevens) drew up needs more tation Company is from Plaistow.
than $35,000," sa~~.Stevens.
Proven~her said.as soon as he
-.
~
.
UNISEX
purcha~' in 197:t~s a fi'ee com1I muter ··service to and :trom the
Provencher w.or_ked closel) picked up thf;' ph.Qne to call other
,~
.
· HairShapingSpecialis
_· t
We shape vour hair EXACILy
l University for student$ .Uving at with_ Steve.n~; i\} preparing t~e companie~ "they were offering
Kari-van budget · and transit me all kmds of buses -- com"·
Garriso.n Hill ~partments:.
THE WAY YOU WANT IT.
':rfi~ was the beginnmg Qf;. the system ,"J>ropOsal ~ which Stevens panies from all over the country.
"I just don.'t understand how
No scalped look
I .~'ri-x~ · service, J1¢ said. !Zi:l we sent to Prince April 22, 1976. ·
Provencher.said, -'-'I worked on Bruce got the impression Tim~~11eotinlonghair
had
a?lbree
year
teaseptirchase
1 agreemeqt for the Mercedes .'' .
the financial aspect of the report. berlane was the .only company
~
42 &ii St., Dover, N.H.
I · . '~The ).ease. w~s -e'S~nsive for I did all the necessary accoun- that could give us buses," he
Separote~Ateos ~- ·_ Acro3Sfrom the3rdSt.parkingl<>t : · the ·Mereedes," sa10~.- stevens. ting. I would come to work some said.
Stevens saidr "We (Provencher
F~r MM; & . \fi-ee:)~·- ·:
Phone
_
"
: "We were paying $1,ooo a month days at 5:30 a.m: because I was
742 2289
~- for those buses to sit in the lot get- excited about drawing up a more and Stevens) called different
companies. I chose Timberlane
742"'.7346
·r ting fixed. Repair bills ran about, effective system."However, I worked on this on because we had good experience
$7,000 for two and a half years .
1
ONLY-4MILESFROMCAMPUS '
I We could have used thaftJ¥>•eY - the .~asiJµiµption tbJtt.jt would go · wjth them and they're within an
ion In increinents," sai<f-.Proven- Kours 1 drive of the University -.
SPECIAL! ! ! Get acquaintP.d off.P.r
on better equipment." · ' -~ '
We at Younger-By-Style downtown location:·. will shampoo, ~ . ;
The contract on the Mercedes cher. "Dozier asked us (Proven- that means they could do the
condition,cutandblow-dryy_ourhairforthes~_of
.
t !_ d~d not_ .. inGlud~ . IJlaintenance, cher and Stevens) to work on a
..;...,
• ~ ·$5.:~ g>~~~'. _'. -~:.,,,. -.. .....
. _l "- , 1. repairs, "! said Stevens., ~'Some of ·~~~Jic!r ~:0~~~ ~~~[~:~nve sfEVENs, pages
'----~~-M~s2:_~:_~~~~~~_:~~~~~~--.=-J] the P''\rts had to come from Gercheck the Kari-van lasfyear he.
would have taken the whole fleet
off the road," he said.
''The UNH drivers
anc
passengers could tell you how
bad the buses were," he said.
Dozier said, "It was Bruct
· Stevens' responsibility to see that
all vehicles either owned or
leased were properly operating."
Assistant Kari-van SupervisorProvencher said, "Every six
months our buses are inspected
by our own inspector who is certified by the state. These inspEjctors are the ones who check the
whole University. We also have a
day by day inspection to check
brakes, directionals and such.
"There's no regulation for us to
have some state inspector, say
from Concord, come down and
inspect -our buses. We are a
private Kari-van. We are not
governed by the PUC CP.ublic
Utilities Commission)."
Stevens said. he asked Dozier
not to renew the leases on four

Stevens

"Those buses we leased had gas
engines, manual transmission,
25-30 different drivers, and
operated 18 hours a day seven
days a week," Dozier said.
"You've got to expect breakdown
and mechanical problems when
you push a bus beyond its limits.''
Stevens said, "Dozier has the
expertise to realize we needed
new equipment. But instead they
signed a better'lease that put old
bodies ~J}. nr,v ~p~~,.::
Stevens sald tlie' dhvers now
had to deal with 9ld heating, old
defrosters, old brakes and old
lights in the school buses.
Dozier said, "We put old bodies
on new chassis. because of the
cost factor. If we put new bodies
with new chassis it would have
been in excess of $250 more a
month.
"What we djd wa,s a wise move
that made good sense. We went
with the most "economical
package;'' said Dozier.&::~
The Mercedes Benz 15
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The Memorial Union/Student
Activities Review Committee
will hold an open meeting on
Monday, November 15, from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Hillsboro.Sullivan Room in the Memorial
Union Building. The Committee
invites students, faculty and
staff to present ideas and
recommendations concerning
the staffing,_ structure and functi~ns of . the
University's
Student Activities Program.
Arrangements may be made to
spe(!k with the Committee at a
specific tim~ by calling Jirn
Wolf at 862-1501.

.

everyone welcome!

-,
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Kari-van
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campus calend~_r

LEARN THE ART OF .....

STEVENS

KARATE

continued from page 4

maintenance on their buses.
"I could have done more
·checking country wide, but if the
leasing company is half way
across the country that could
create problems," said Stevens.
Provencher said, "The school
buses Bruce proposed cost
$26,500. We got brand new
coaches this year from Blue Bird
for $27,000."
"I believe Bruce started out on
the right foot with the· proposal
but when his plan w~s shot down
he went crazy," he said.
"I really wonder if Bruce was
working for the best interest of
the students," he said. Provencher continued, "Concerning the management~ I have
total cooperation from Dozier
and Leaver..
"Also, Bruce was fired with a
90 day terminatiop notice. He
came back to work after he was
1fired,'' said Provencher.
Stevens said he believed certain files were tam~red with
that could have helped in his case
against the Kari-van.
Provencher said, "Bruce-has a
· lot of files now at his house that
should be right here." He said
Dozier asked Stevens for a certain file and when Stevens
couldn't find it, "He assumed the
files were tampered with."
"During Bruces's vacation
student drives were coming to me
asking me to talk to Dozier about
Bruce," said Provencher.
"They did not back Bruce on
STEVENS, page 15

TUESDAY, November 9
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Some Recent Regioselective Routes
to Olefins," by/Howard Fribush, Chemistry Dept., Parsons
Hall, Rm. L-103 at 11 a. m.-12 noon.

ROSE SCHOOL OF KARATE
8 Bow St., Portsmouth, N.H.

1

HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Plato," Donald Wilcox, History
Dept., Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

.Peter M. Rose 5th Degree Black Belt
.Member National Karate Association
.Member N.H. Black Belt Federation
.Day an~ Evening Classes
. Meditation and Inner Force Training

ENROLL

436-4464

NOW

Mon. thru Thurs.
12:00-9:00p.m.

MATHEMATICS COLLOQIUM: "Standardization of
Computer Software: A Progress Report/' Lois Frampton,
Principal Software Engineer, Digital Equipment Corporation. Refreshments, 3:30 p.m., Math Lounge, Rm. M-316 .
Lecture, 4-5 p. m., Kingsbury Hall, Math Win& Rm. M-308.
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE HOCKEY: Scrimmage, St.
Anselm's, Snively Arena, 7 p. m.
MUB PUB: Student Video, 8 p. m.
ITALIAN PILM.

SPECIAL for U.N.H. Studcnt5

"C~:rdon

of tho

Pinzi~ Contmis,"'

directed

by Vittoria DeSica. Murkland 110 at 8 p.m.

Bring this ad and I. D. card and receive
825.00 off on Self Defense Program ·

WEDNESDAY, November10
DAVIDSON LECTURE SERIES: Speaker Alva Myrdal,
Swedish Diplomat, sponsored by WSBE, Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 3:30 p. m.
WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE
Holyoke, Field House Pool, 6 p.m.

ANSWERS
TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

SWIMMING:

.Mt.

UNIVERSITY THEATER DRESS REHEARSAL: "As You
Like It," Shakespeare!s most perfect comedy, a magic circle
of romance and frivolity. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Ad- ·
mission $1.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, "Funk & Bump," 8 p. m.

THURSDAY. November 11

·------------------------------

VETERANS DAY: NO CLASSES, OFFICES CLOSED.
UNIVERSITY THEATER OPENING: · "As You Like It.;'
Shakespeare's most perfect comedy, a magic .circle of r~
mance and frivolity. Johnson Theater, 8 p. m. Students $2; ··
General $2 .50

UNH BERMUDA G~our
Open to Students, Faculty&. Staff members and th.~fr fandHe

MUB PUB: ''Double Standard "8 .m.

Frlday,January 7 through Friday,January ~4

.

.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed aemi- ·
weekly through.out the academic year. Our offices are located ill
&he Memorial Union Building. Durham N.Hr 0312.&. Phone
862-1124 or 862-1490. Yearly subscription $7.00 Second clUI ·
pastage paid at Durham, N.H. Printed at Castle PubliCatiom ~
tow. N.H. Total number of coPies p.rinted. 10,500.

8 DAYS - 7 NIGHTS
.
.

ALL INCLUSIVE
8290

it's time to

·g210 Children~der12

Adults

No service charge

83 International tax & 83 Bermuda Airport tax
ABOUT PUTTING IT AL' TOGETHER
come to the

INCLUDES:

CAREER INFORMATION DAY
*RoundtripJet from Boston to Hermuda via American
Airlines
*8 days and 7 _nights at the beautiful Reefs Hotel i~
Southampton
.
_
The Reefs is a small, intimate hotel set-into a cliff overlooking its own secluded south shore beach. All rooms
are cabana style. The Ree.f sis adjacent .~o the.IJerinuda
bus system stop. Accomodations are 3 to a room. ·
*Full Breakfast and Dinner each day
·*Daily service charge ancfGovernment tax .
*Taxi froni Bermuda Airport to The Reefs and return
*Swizzle party and entert~nment
-

Book today. Reservations

sponsored by the
COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
serving

University of New ,Hampshire
Plymouth State College

New England College
Rivier College
Notre Dami ~Hege

Mt. St. Mary College
Nathaniel Hawthorne College

F ranco~le.c.Rt"9e
Merrimack
Branch

W..y·

TALK DIRECTLY TO 50 REPRESENTATIVES FROM BUSI.NESS AND .
INDUSTRY, FEDERAL AGENCIES, NON-PROFIT ORGA~IZATIONS,
GRADUATE SCHOOLS AND OTHERS AB~
• CARE~R OPPORTUNITIES
• SKILLS NEEDED FOR ENTRY LEVEL POSITIONS
• FEDERAL. EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS

.

SEMINARS TO BE HELD INCLUDE:

are on a first com~ flr-st s.e,..ved basis.

825 deposit required by November 19
Full payment requi,red by December 1

Keene State College
New H~mpshire College
St. Anselm's College
Franklin Pierce College

• CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR LIBERAir.t,ARTS MAJORS
• RESUME-INTERVIEW WORKSHOP
.•.
• FEDERf.L JOB INFORMATION

II

WEDNESDA y _,
10:00 a. m. TO 3:00 p. m.

NOVEMBER 17, 1976
·HEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE GYMNASIUM

For reservations call
Joyce, Mona, Patti, Di~e or Kathie at.742-5122

I

2500 NORTH RIVER ROAD
MANCHESTER, NEW HAMPSHIRE

DOVER TRAVEL SERVICE
.

.

1 .

.... -~'""--DoverPoftltitmttt~·JYoVet" (~ostfe new Staa L1qJor store)

~
, :;:

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION ABOUl
SPECIFIC REPRESENTATIVES, S!MIN~R
·-~· . ,S~CJ3EDULE AN.D TRANSPOn~IA TION,
SEE YOUR CAMPUS PLACEMENT, OFFICE.
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notices
GENERAL
SENIOR PORTRAIT SIGN-UPS: The 1977 Granite
Yearbook has scheduled Senior portrait sign-ups from
November 8 - November 23 in Room 125, MUB, 9 a.m ....,,4 p.m. The portraits will be taken November 29 December 3; and December &10.
UNIVERSITY THEATER AUDITIONS: Open acting
·and technical auditions for Chekhov's 'The Cherry Orchard," directed by J.D. Batcheller. Production dates:
March 3·12, 1977. Open to all UNH students, faculty,
staff and community members. Advance reading
scripts available in Rm M-211, PCAC beginning Monday. November 8. Actors, bring a recent photograph
please! Auditions will be Monday, November 22 and
Tuesday November 23 at 7:30 p.m., Johnson Theater,
PCAC.
2ND SEMESTER BOOK ORDERS: Several departments have returned blank 2nd semester book order
forms to the bookstore assuming that previous letters
indicating "holda" for Spring will gc;>rvQ the;> "amo pur-

pose as an order. This is incorrect. Please forward a
standard order form for any 2nd -semester course
regardless of previous letters. Departmental estimates
of quantity should appear on each order.
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Portfolio, the student photography magazine is now -ac'cepting black-and-white
prints for publication in the winter issue. Prints should
be delivered to the office before November 14. See Student press Office, 153 MUB, for more information.
LINGUISTICS COMMITTEE: Monthly meetir1g, dinner,
speaker. Dan Swift on "Theories of Word Perception,"
John Limber on "Three Models for the Processing of
Syntactic Ambiguity." Linguistic majors and minors
are urged to attend. Monday, November 15, at 5-7 p.m.
in Stillings.
LIBERAL ARTS FRESHMEN: There will be a Preregistration Workshop to help familiarize you with the
process of preregistration on Tuesday, November 16,
from 6:30 p.m. - 8 p.m., Richards Auditorium, Murkland
Hall.
WOMEN IN ENGINEERING: First Seminar, Tuesday,
November9, at l-2p.m., Kingsbury (KNM> 2'1:1.

~~........~~~~~.;._~~~----'~-=--~~......_~~~~~~~__;~
'We knew ttiat was a rotten

Rodman
RODMAN
continued fro~ page l

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS:
Some 500 new awards are available to those seniors
(or first-year graduate.students) plam»ng to undertake
g~adu~te work. in th.e fiel~!>f flljlt~maH~l. -llJ:lysi~al,
b10log1cal, engmeermg sciences, social sciences or the
history /philosophy· of science. These fellowsh\l>s can
PJ"OVide support for up to three years of graduate study
on a 12-month basis. Only U.S. citizens are eligible.
Further eligibility information and FORMS FOR OB_:
TAINING APPLICATION MATERIALS are available
in the Graduate School Dean's Office. Completed applications are due in Washington by December 1, 1976.
Award announcements will be made by March 15, 1977.

CLUBS &ORGANIZATIONS
UNH AMATEUR RADIO CLUB: Organizational
meeting, Wednesday, November 10 at 8 p.m., Senate
Rm.,MUB.
:STUV~NT ALCOHOLIC A;$SOCIATION: A SCU<lent run
organization dealing with the problems of alcoholism
by discussion and interaction. Every one invited to our
meeting, every Wednesday, 7-8:30 p.m., HamiltonSmith 225.
AREA III RESIDENTS: Going home for Christmas?
Won't it be great? Three part series on the problems,
prospects and expectations of going home; run by Bob
Gallo, Assistant Dean of Students and Greg Stone, Head
Resident of Christensen. 1st workshop, Monday,
November 9: "Going Home for Christmas, the Feast of
the Ideal Family,'' Philbrook Dining Hall, 7:30-9p.m.
NHOC: Meeting, slide show by Dr. Baker on Canoeing in
Minnesota, Tuesday, November 9 at 7 p.m., HillsboroSullivan Rm., MUB.
SANE: Candle light vigil, to mourn the 2nd anniversary
of the death of Karen Silkwood, plutonium reprocessing
plant worker. Saturday, November 13, 5-12 p.m.,
Federal Building, Portsmouth.
ORIENTEERING CLUB: Membership meeting,
Tuesday, November 9 at 7 p.m., Grafton Rm., MUB. -

CAREER

CREW CLUB: All interested in getting in top physical
condition this winter by working towards rowing competively this spring welcome. Meeting, Tuesday, Novemoer 9, HeJknap Rm., MUB, 8 p.m.

PEACE CORPS/VISTA: ACTION Recruiters will be on
campus Tuesday, November 16, Wednesday, November
17 and Thursday, November 18 from 9a.m.-5 p.m., in the
MUB, Table I. Seniors, Graduate Stupents: Sign up for
interviews at Placement Office, Huddleston Hall.
Recruiters are especially intereste<J ·in December graduates.

SIMS-TM CLUB: Meeting, advanced lecture for
meditors, group meditation; Tuesday, November 9 at
7:30 p.m., McConnell Hall, Rm. 318.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting to discuss "Little
Royal," Wednesday, November 10 at 7 p.m., Kendall
202.

Anyone who wishes to submit information to either Campus Calendar or Notices should do so at the Office of Student Activities on the top floor of the Memorial Union Building in room 322;and not to The New
Hampshire office.

important. They were so violent,
even when we were having fun.
"We'd go to Fort Lauderdale
and there'd be a riot. There'd be
9\000 college kids on the beach.
The police would say, 'Go home.'
The kids would swarm them and
the police would start throwing
things. · ·
"This was before the Detroit
riots. It was the same time kids at
Harvard were taking over the
administration buildings."
Rodman says he doesn't
remember feeling that strongly
about the issues of the time. "But
I was involved," he says. "We
· wC>rC> told if you

~rgn't p~rt

war. That's what the 60's were all
about -- getting rid of that war."
"This guy · said to -me, 'You
know if you bring all those people
back there won't be any jobs for
them. Besides that they'll get all
the god damn women,''' Rodman
says laughing.
· Rodman stops. The protest~r in
him comes back. "When your
own country is committing
genocide, who could worry about
himself? Who could worry about
being popular? Or 'getting in
touch with your emotions?"' He
laughs. He's talking about people_
today.
"Students come in here.
They're eloquent about their
problems. I had this one girl who
came in and said she was flipping
out. She said it with a big smile.
"I asked her if she .was really
flipping out or if

of thC>

solution you 're part of the
problem. And we bought that.
"When (John) Kennedy ran for
President there was a drive to
register Blacks. It was either go
to the football game or go help
register Blacks. So I went to
register the Blacks. We'd sleep in
churches and work 14 hours a
day.Anditwasfun."
In 1970, Rodman graduated ·
from college. Since then he has
taught English and communications in Korea and
California, received his doctorate
and
in
communications
educational psychology and
· figured out what he wanted to do - "work at a good university and
write."
What happened to the Rodman
of the late 60's who fell asleep in
classes in his cut-offs? What happened to the guy who argued with
over
assigned
professors
readings and the ridiculousness
of grades?
That Rodman is still there, he
says, but with seven years added
on.
Rodman said the main difference between the 60's and the
70's "is that we got rid of the Viet
Nam war. That was the one controlling issue that got everyone
from Hari Krishna to the
business school types.

~he ju~t

thought

so. She said she really was. I was
convinced she didn't have as big
a problem as she said. At the end
of the semester she was in a mental hospital.
Rodman stops again. Loo~ out
the window. Leans forward. 'My
God. We didn't have ~ime to
worry about that stuff. neither
did our fathers. They had the
depression. And their fathers had
World War I. Before that they
worked 16 hours a day.
"Viet Nam was the last big
thing to go wrong," Rodman
says. "My God. If that's true,
1969 is an incredibly important
year. Maybe we need national
catastrophes to get us out of ourselves."
·
Rodman said the big event of
the future may be the media. "If
another national disaster happened, say . germ warfare, we'd
see it on T.V. We'd see it on one
statiQn then turn on Bionic
Woman and see it there. Maybe
we wouldn't even realize it's
real."
Rodman starts shuffling
around. As a last thought,
"Maybe I'll start my book like
this. With a girl, or woman or
whatever you're calling yourselves these days, coming in and
asking me a lot of questions. Then
I'll sit back an~ reQ.ect ..... "

STU DENT DISCOUNTS
on
AutOmotive Parts
at

EATING A BRIN"ING

sne.e1-

~THE VElllY BEST PlllM• RIB

DOVER AUTO SUPPLY
Main St~ · Durham
868-2791or868-2792

EV•••

Hearty 8andwloh•• & Complete
Dinner• .••Good Variety. Imported
& Dome•tlc Bottled
open
Por Lunch anf;I Dinner Dally •..
Lounge Open To ·Legal CIO•lng •..

•••r• ...

16 3r• ST. 10\TIJR~N.I.

,,

~
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SVTO .makes tapes
SVTO
Coca-Cola, Pepsi and "Brand X" have listening areas equipped
continued from pag~2
in a supermarket.
with monitors and a two-way
Waldman said she showed the
SVTO has moved up in the system by which students may
tape as promotional material at world since last year. They now call the IRS.
the Oyster River High School.
Dumont said students can plug
occupy two offices, HOA and llOB
This past weekend Waldman in the MUB after moving out of into a tape deck, two FM tuners
taped
some
activities of
Roorr. 153.
and the college radio station
Angel Flight, a community serCunningham said he thinks through a touch tone coding ,
vice group for the elderly and the SVTO's biggest handicap is a system. This.systetrHs .piped into
handicapped. She and others in lack of an outlet. "T.he equipment study areas. . . '_"' . ·.. ,· ~' '.~ , "
the group took nine handicapped .. we have is good enough. The
In some cases, faciilty memchildren from the Manchester problem is getting people in- bers at Keene will assign audio
Rehabilitation Center to the terested,'' he said.
tapes for course work. According
livestock barns in Lee ·and the
Cunningham says he would like to Dumont, students engineer the
football game between UNH and to see a cable system installed at system. He said students are enURI.
UNH, at least in the MUB. He couraged to _make mini·Waldman says she will edit said it was a big inconvenience to docu111entaries especially in
over two hours of tape down to fif- have to carry their equipment communications courses.
teen minutes. She hopes to show around whenever they show a
Dqmont says there is "a
the tape to a national meeting of tape.
terrific demand" for a closed cirAngel Flight.
He said he would like to see a ·cuit system at Durham. He said
Lynne Graham, a marketing system similar to that .~t Keene the size of th~ campus presents a
major, is doing a tape on Coca- State College where a closed;~ir- jprot:>l~m for wiring such a systerr
Col.::i stddfoh.~ . One d:ay i:ho
cult :sy:stem r~W> ov~ too dlt- lie ~:sumacea me cost or a system
followed Richard Smith of WUNH ferent
locations
including like Keene's would now be "at
as he took a trip to his favorite classrooms with 21 inch color least half a million".
coke machine in the basement of monitors, the library and dorms.
Ringer said he thinks video will
the MUB. She then asked Smith
Lou Dumont, the director of the become more popular. "Film is
why he liked coke. Graham next Information Retrieval System ·~ot a s acce~sible/: he ~,said.
plans to conduct a taste test of (IRS) at Keene, said five .dorms -~ Anyone can pick up video.
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WHITEHOUSE
I

OPTICIANS. INC
Dover Drug Building
6Broadway
Dover, N.H.
Tel. 742-1744

8:30 - 5; Closed Wed.
Rx PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED OR DUPLICATED
WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
SUNGJASSES

BINOCULARS

•==nof
Mnelb

_ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS..
THOUSANDS ON FILE
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.

11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025 Original research also availa~le.
· Enclosed is $1 .00 . ..
Please rush the catalog to:
Name
Address-------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State. _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _

una fiesta! ,

CENA ESP AN OLA
,,
CON SANGRIA
22 de noviembre
5:30 .
Foreign Language
Mini-Dorm

solo 81.50
ve a Susan Gonge
'o Helen Evans
Murkland 303

UNIVERSITY THEATER FOR CHILDREN
presents

DRISWOLD THE WOEFUL DRAGON .
An original children's musical
.
Book, Lyrics and Music by Patricia Northridge
November 16, 17, 18, 19 at 4 PM
·
November 20 at 12 NOON
Hennessy Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham
General Admission: $1.00; Groups of 15 or more: 504
Reservations: 862-2290

LOW HONEST PRICFS!
GET YOUR MONEYS WORlH
SERIFS $6.98 IPs - $4.99 OR LE5S
Cut-outs - 8-tracks - Cas:;ettes

~<

XANAIJISC RECORD & TAPE SHOP
100 Stite Sl. Portsmouth
Mon-Sat. 10-6 ·
Fri 'til 9 p.m.
4..lb-d4.20

PAGF FIGHT

.
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UNH BOOKSTORE
SPECIAL PHOTO

r-:;;;;=~',.lt~..: J. Geils

Iii!

~'.=!,_ ji Garber Travel Agency can cure Ii
w

those blUeS With their exciting trips for -Jiiii

SERVICE
PROMOTION FOR NQVEMBER
On your next · visit fo ·fh~ Bobkstore pick up your FREE.
book of ,coupon~ for GAF . photographic service price
discounts leaturl~g~
·

~ Enlal-gem~nts - 5x7 size
8x10 size
Color Prints - developed/ printed
12 exposures
20 exposures
Personalized Photo Mug that uses
YOUR MUC SHOT

. $ .99
1. 99

I the ne~~~~~· Canadian Rockies
fi

I

January 12-18, 1977

1~1

Bermuda
Fort Lauderdale
Puerto Rico
March 1~, l917

2.29
3.29
1.40

Color Canvas enlargement made fmm
125Or135 size color negative
and set in a decorative frame
11.29

:t:

mt
lii!l!J

SNEAKY
PETE'S
SALOON
MAIN ST.

NEWMARKET

A~~sh~~~~id Paris, the second
~long

:~~~ge~~~~ 'one~~~!~~- !?A~~

lill..

;:~u~~~b~~l~a~~-the replacem~nt

='=:~=

Tickets for J.Geils will be

.·:,l::

~~t~~t t~h~~ f~~ir~:ni~t~d~~~

i:::·i:

der to buy a ticket.

I ~~~;::i;~:~~:~::t~~

·==~~~w=

show proof of age to gain admit-

tance.

Adams said tickets will go on
sale next week.

Integrity Club Presents
The Movie

''Lost Horizon''
Original 1937 Version

Tonight Nov. 9 7:30 p.m.
Social Science Center Rm. 4 Free

~***************
Guest Speakers

will consider the movie and topic

''You-topia Is Here! Where Are You?''

T_u esday Nov. 16 8 p.m.
Tuesday Nov. 23 8 p.m.
Tuesday Nov. 30 8 p.m.

Social Science Rm. 307

U.SA.
CLEAR UP YOUR FUTURE IN THE 2-YEAR AFROTC PROGRAM.

What's u·p after college? That question is : enough to
geta lot of young people down.
Air Force ROTC ·college graduates have that worry,
too. But their irnm~diate future (and longer if they choose)
is much more secure. As a commissioned officer, there's a
good job .•..Travel. Graduate level ed ... cation .. Promotjons.
Financial s~curity .. And really, lots more.
If you have two academic years rem.aining, there's"a
great 2-year AFROTC program still available to you. Look
into the details. we· think you'll be pleasantly surprised.
And pleasantly rewarded.

Contact the Professor of Aerospace Studies
in the ROTC Building _
Phone 868-1480.
Put it all together in Air Force ROTC.

'

and see the concert for free, "

group thoy plannod to h:;a vo

-:::::%=t:+:::~:::::::::::r::=:=:rm:::;:::::Jff:M:=:~:=::::f;;;:::{:x;;;:::::::::&rt::;::f:}~::::{::::::=**i'#~tr;::m~:mt:~:~:M:t:ww:~~:~~:r~:&·:~K:~~~~~=:t~=~=~i:{~t='

NOVEMBER:
6-SHORTY HILL
8-DOUG BENNETT.&
BRUCE LAWSON
9-SHORTY HILL
15-BOOTH & WHYTE
22 & 23-BILL MORRISSEY
2? & 28-PAUL MacNEIL
29 & 30-SHORTY HILL
DECEMBER:
~ 659-6363
1 & 7-PAUL MacNEIL
28 VARIETIES OF DOMESTIC & IMPORTED BEER & ALE

concerts.

;: i ~ li~~We're planning to have about
;: : : ~ 1 ft'!:'~i~!1~~ ~0~0~~ t~:~~~~

Contact:

These and other special deal c.oupons at sale prices that
will be honored th.rough the month of November.
Your UNH Bookstore on campus at Hewitt Hall
Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:20 p.m. Tel: 862-2141

i ~~l~\K~~~:~1C~
I :ii:~:~~i~h~;;e::~~:~;
'_i;:i,

U.N.H. campus rep.
Bruce Weisberg
205 Hubbard Hall
2-15 76 or 868-9 817

cc'>ntinµed from page 3

Oto10.Zeroto3.9islow,4to6.9is

l:~:ij~ th;~:i~;~nt~u~ r~i~~?::i:~

January 5-11 , 1977

:!f

J.cEiis

MEN'S WARMUP SUITS
VALUES TO $25.00
PRICES F.R.OM ·

$14.50 TO $19.95
SIZES S-M~L-XL
OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1:00PMto6:00PM
Mastercharge & Bankamericard

.

corner of Maplewood & Central Ave.
Port~mouth ,.

N.H.
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PELR
LIBRARIANS
continued from page 2

what they intend to do."
Arnold says, however, that until -the State Public Employ~
Labor Relations Board (PELR)
has ruled on the SEA appeal the
Administration
can't
do
anything.
Anderson says that she was
"astounded by the PELR
Board's decision to exclude the
library staff from the SEA
bargaining unit. She says that the
decision had been totally unexpected.
"I suspect that the board did
not have time to carefully read
all the material," she said. She
expects that once the .Board has
examined all the evidence the
decision will be reversed.
She said that she had asked Arnold what the vurpose of this
divisiveness is but that he "didn't
have a very good answer".
"I think that the Trustees are
taking the position that they do
not want collective bargaining on
campus," she said, "that if they
delay it long enough then maybe
itwillgoaway.''
"Unfortunately_,'' she continued, "the position the system
has taken increases the interest
on campus in collective
bargaining." ·
The
State
Employees
Association had hoped to have
campus staff vote early last September on whether or not UNH
personnel wanted collective
bargaining in Durham.
The SEA already represents
staff at the Keene and Plymouth
State campuses, said Regnell.
In attempting to cut down the
number of people who would
potentially be represented by the
· SEA bargaining u·n it in
Durham, the Administration is
"trying to lop off a large percentage of the voting population"
before collective bargaining can
be put to a vo.te, she said. ·
"We just want to get a chance
to vote," she said. "We feel as if
we're being disenfranchised."
The PELR Board has not yet
scheduled the SEA appeal
hearing, but Anderson says that
it may not be for a couple of
weeks.

Issues of

Peace and
Everrday
Violence

J

Head
Hunters
868-2016
Wednesday
Thursday
and
Friday
nights

'til 7 p.m. .

HELP WANTED
"How to Make $9 to $16
_per hour while on _

sz

s ~·s19rt:t ;ts:>
1CJ · ,
. n

vacation or on weekend." .

$3

\.,1

plus 50¢ postage
and handling.

The Morgan Press
308 South Dixie
W. Palm Beach, FL 33401
©The Morgan Press, 1976
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editorial----Senate must act, not talk, on calendar
The University Senate was supposed to take up
· its Calendar Study Committee's report which
dealt with University calendar alternatives at
yesterday's meeting.
The committee passed out its report last week to
senate members. The committee recommended instituting the Early Modified Semester Plan as soon
as possible.
The committee's chairman, Professor David
Moore, said the recommendation came after the
maJortty of all factions of the University (faculty,
students, administration) indicated to his committee they favored the early modified over what we
now have and the proposed traditional plan..
All that happened at yesterday's senate meeting
was members brought up concerns about the Early
Modified Semester Plan. Moore said nothing new
was discussed. He said all the concerns mentioned
yesterday were presented to his committee while it
was compiling its recommendations. ·
·
It can~ot be ascertained. whether or not the
senate favors the Early Modified Semester Plan.
·Or the traditional plan. Or what we now have. Or
anything.
What happened? It seems the faculty !!\embers
of the senate were unprepared to deal with the
recommendation of Moore's committee. All of the
concerns they brought up, which filled the hour
and a half allotted for the meeting, were redundant.
The student members were prepared to vote in

favor of the recommendation. Th~y were aware
Elli~' plan would also be a good compromise.
that mo~t stl:ldents favor the Early Modified Everyone has lived with the current calendar for
Sem~ster Plan over the other alternatives. They
three years. One more year would not be too painread and knew the commi~tee's report. They were . ful. It would actually be better than the traditional
ready to act.
calendar now scheduled for next year.
But Ellis' proposal would also take so:qi.e heat
rr was disheartening to see that discussion go
on. The points made were good ones. But they · off the senate and the University Board of
were supposed to be made when Moore's commit- Trustees. Political heat, to be precise.
This year is a budget year. The budget includes
tee was gathering input., not when an opinion on
a-pay raise for faculty. A major component of the
the recommendation was to be delivered.
tl~rly ModifiiPd SiP1neder Plan ii; a January term
It appears Moore·s committee spent t~e last four
or five month wasting time. It delivered a recom- for which faculty would be paid extra, dependirig
mendatio·n with detailed reasons. After all that. on how much they taught during that term.
The reaction in Concord is predictable. Faculty
work it appears the senate is starting from scratch
in considering calendar alternatives for this pay raise. New plan with ~xtra pay for faculty ·on
top of pay raise. Huh. No way.
University.
Ellis' proposal would get the University
One good point did come out of the meeting.
through
the crucial budget year. After the budget
Vice Provost David Ellis came up with a calendar
idea for next year that bears merit. Most students is finalized, it would be easier for the Board of
would support it over the traditional calendar 'Trustees to buy f a calendar that included more
money tor taculty. That is because the Board
schequled for next year.
would not have to deal with the legislature or risk
Ellis proposed next fall's semester follow the
its budget.
schedule we now have. The spring semester,
. The senate has a special meeting scheduled for
however, would start the second week of J_anuary
Monday, Nov. 15 to deal with (and supposedly
and run until the middle of May instead of starvote on) the calendar alternative.
ting at the end of January and lasting until the end
It would be beneficial to the University if the
of May.
senate members move ahead and do something
Ellis said that would allow the University to
with the committee's recommendation, or Ellis'·
begin an expa~ded summer program, which was
proposal, instead of sitting around bouncing old
one of the points in the Early Modified Semester
criticism~ off the walls like they did at yesterday's
Plan Moore's committee endorsed.
meeting.

letters--Alcoholisni ·
To the Editor:
As a member of the outcasted five
per cent of non-drinkers at UNH, I was
heartened to see both the "Statement
of Concern'" on 10-29 and Mr. Gallo's
thoughts ·on 11-2 in The New Hampshire.

It's hard to express feelings against
alcohol without being branded a
"goody-two-shoes" or a condescending prude. I can hear it now, "Yeah,
and 'I bet she never skips cl~es.
polishes her shoes, and goes to church
every Sunday." But take a moment for
my sider
I can't help .wondering, seriously
wondering about those who drink as a
favored pastime and those who enjoy
getting drunk on weekends and-or
week-nights. It's very frustrating to
live in a community of nearly 10;000
peers and to be alone. I've often felt I
was born in the wrong century or
culture. I, too, would give anything to
see the "Renaissance" that Mr. Gallo
referred_to co~e ,alive. It's a problem

the
n~w
hampsh1re·
Editorial Assistant
Staff
Reporters

Reporters

of friends and myseH have gone over
and over. We've wondered where the
rest of the UNH teetotalers are. How
do they spend their time surrounded
on all sides by beer, beer, and more
beer? But mostly, we wonder why.
Why is it such an overwhelming
majority of students .that drink? Why
do social functions almost always involve drinking? Why do kids spend
weekend after weekend drinking versus doing something else?
What is my objection to "Let's go
drinking"? Very simply, the lack of
sincerity, the atmosphere alcohol
creates. I can't accept parties where
the aim of some is to get bombed "out
of my mind." What kind of base for a
friendship-relationship can it be if
people aren't even their true selves;
sincerely and consciously listening,
talking, and responding. Personally, I
hate the thought of not being wholly
aware of everything I did and said.
I've never gotten drunk. And people
have actually said to me, "Well then,
don't knock it til you've tried it." I've
never been a drunk driver either. I
realize that l'm:generalizing; not
ever}'one who drinks gets drunk, but
Editor-inChief
Managing Editors
Business Manager
News Editors
Sports Editor
Entertainment Editor
Photography Editor

Ann Penney
DianeBreda
Marion Gordon
Gary Langer ·
Katie McClare
Mike Minigan
Mark Pridham
Jamie Batson
Paul Cadigan
Niles Clevesy
Stephen Desrosiers
Betsy Donovan
Tom Eastman
MikeFinio
Jennifer Grant
Photographers Peter Pait
Elizabeth Grimm
Karen Hartogensis
Dan Herlihy ·
Bill Kelton
Lee Hunsaker
Wayne King ·
Dana Jennings
Nick Novick
Paul Keegan
Scott Spalding
Mike Kelly
Copy Editor Karen Lincoln
Crystal Kent
Copy Debbie Basse
Patlang _
Readers Tim Brannen
Doug Lavin
. Renee Caron
Wayne Lundblad
JoAnn Dolbeare
Brent Macey
Holly Dunn

any amount of alcohol is an artificial
stimulant.
It's obvious, though, that drinking i~.
a permanent part of college life. I'm
not suggesting a disbandm~nt of parties based on alcohol. But if only there
was also someplace designed for non.,.
·drinkers as a gathering place (the
library closes at 5 on weekends). It
kills me to see a poster for a "Coffeehouse - Bring Your Own Beer.'' If
there is a true coffeehouse it's on a
weeknight and in a dorm. i•d love to
see a dry MUB 'Pub' or Stone Churchtype place. There's got to be
something between a Weeks Family
Restaurant and a Keg Room.
As majority rules, the 95 per cent
that do indulge should get the most attention. If they want keg-parties, they
should have them. But whether they
want it or not, there should be more ·
education on the uses and abuses of
alcohol. What I'm asking for on my
side is a little understanding and a little help. Though we're a small group
please consider alternatives; I'm sur~
our number would grow. There's a
whole world of thoughts for things to
do and talk about. we just need a "parSteven Morrison
Milly Mclean
Janet Prince
Doug Cardin
Kathy Smith

Matt Vita
Ed McGrath
Casey Holt
Ed Acker

Typists

Accounts Manager
Billing Secretary

More nuke

ty. '' in other words; an excuse to oring people together. And don't believe for
a minute that you can't be free and
wild and rowdy while perfectly sober. To The Editor:
The article entitled, "Reactor
It's great fun. Try it sometime.
Stacey Scannell Provides Limitless Fuel", The New
Durham Hampshire Oct. 29, is full of misconceptions and downright fallacious
statements.
·
·
The sole purpose of a fast breeder
reactor is not to produce nuclear fuel.
It would be purposeless to waste many
hundreds of megawatts of thermal
To the Editor:
power and not produce electrical
Now it is November and it has just
power. In addition breeders are equipgot to be the gloomiest of months. It is
ped with heat exchangers, steam
a month of cold rains, and shortening
generators and turbines, the basic
days, and impending winter. In
systems components for conversion of
November we look back on summer
thermal to electric power.
days and try to avoid thinking of the
In fact, the first reactor ever to
future.
produce electricity was a fast breeder.
In this, our Bicentennial election
It happened. at the National Reactor
year, November has been especially
Testing Station in Idaho Falls on Dec.
gloomy.
20, 1951. Incidentally, this small reacThe Presidential election saddened
tor suffered an accident four years
me for several reasons, and it is diflater, that melted the materials in the
ficult to decide with which one to
core of the reactor, (AEC report 1961).
begin, but it saddened me primarily
The first commercial size breeder (200
because the most imQ<>rtant iss~ WJlS
megawatts electrical power), the
not properly addressed. The most imEnrico Fermi-I, built by Detroit
portant issue this year was trust and
as in -1968 when both candida~ of-- Edison, had a major accident. A fuel
rod burned out due to loss of coolant
fered unsatisfactory solutions to the
(liquid sodium), and the entire plant
major issue, Vietnam, so this year
bas been permanently shutdown (see both candidates were untrustworthy.
We Almost Lost Detroit, John Fuller).
The Democrats put up Jimmy CarThe Clinch River reactor being con. ter who, ironically enough, ran on the
structed by the AEC near Oak Ridge,
issue of trust-not to mention love and
Tennessee is strictly a demonstration
Christianity. Also, he wants to
model. The bugs, inherent in construcreorganize the government into a betting breeders, have not been worked
. ter and more efficient unit. How? Well
out, and as such, the AEC realized that
we don't re81ly know that yet. We do
it would be necessary to do extensive
'. hope, however, that he does a better job
testing and have a successful
'with the national bureaucracy than his
prototype before the entire atomic in"reform" on the one in Georgia. He
dustry becomes dependent on an as
also
wants
to
yet unreliable technology. .
·
change our "disgraceful" tax laws inThe nuclear industry has coined an
to a better and fairer system. How?
expression called "double time"
Well we don't really know that either.
which is: the time taken for a breeder
But he'll let us know in a couple of
reactor to double the amount of fissile
years.
material associated with its operation.
If Americans were looking for a
(see - Nuclear Power, Walter Pattertrustworthy candidate they were
son) .
looking down an extremeiy dry well.
This fissile (or.fissionable) material
Which brings us to the second and
cannot be used as reactor fuel directly
~verall, saddening aspect of this 'elecas it comes out of the breeder. It must
tion: the choice. As a friend of mine
be removed from the reactor, cooled
said; "You'd think out of 200 ooo ooo
sufficiently, reprocessed and then
people, they're not the tw~ best
fabricated into fuel rods. By AEC
pos.5ible candidates." She was right, of
·estimates, the time period for
course.
doubl~·ing is 15-20 years. Therefore, in
Something is. either dreadfully
the lifetime of a breeder enough fuel
~ong with the way we pick our canfor 60·80 reactor yea: rs could be
didates, or there's something wrong
produced. This is enough fuel to power
with we, the people, who choose them.
z reactors (of the same size as the
I thi.nk it's a strong combination of
?reeder) and not 200 as the previous
both.
article suggests.
The choice between the tWo canThree facts become clear in this fuel
didates this year was like offering a
problem :
starving man a glass of polluted water
l) producing fuel depends on the
or a rotten apple. I took Ford and
reprocessing of raw plutonium fuel_,
almost got sick. The country took Car2) that many many breeders woUld
ter and I am sick-and saddened.
be needed to support as many light
Doug Black
water reactors as are planned,

Election
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3) that with the uranium supply
scheduled to run out in 15-20 years - the
fuel supply will depend on breeders.
In conjunction with these facts a
couple of astounding things are
evident:
1) there are no commercial
reprocessing plants in operation - the
reason: it is not profitable for the
nuclear industry
2) there are no commercial size
breeders on-line today; the Clinch
River breeder will be a demonstration
model, so it does not look like any fuel
producing breeders will go on-line for
ten or more years.
Consequently, with no reprocessing
plants constructed or planned and ~e
future of p.uclear fission power dependent on tHe breeder, there is no future.
Neil Linsky
, Clamshell Alliance

Candidacy
t'u '111~ Ec.lltu1·.

I would like to take this opportunity ·

to announce my candidacy for Student

aody President. I feel that I can
provide the · leadership nec~cy to
organize the student body effectively.
I want to make one thing very explicit. I will not accept the view of Cindy Brown that student government
"has little to say in policy making."
This attitude is self-defeating and indicative of student government as it
has been approached in the past. It- is
unfortunate that one of my opponents
feels that student government is
merely for "debating the issues." I intend to listen and then help students do
something in a rational and effective
manner.
My most important contribution to
student government will be a
willingness to devote long hours to
achieve those things that the students
feel are important. This position
demands a great deal of time as well
as enthusiasm. I hope to convey my
enthusiasm by talking with as many
students as possible between now and
the election.
I will listen to students in order to
find out what positions are most
representative of the s.tudent bodr as a
whole. Too ofteftcandidates run ISSue- ·
orientated campaigns and fail to
listen. Although I have many feelings
on most issues I believe that listening
first is inost important.
The most effective student government would be one that involves and
has the respect of many students. My
Qiify: campaign pledge is that I will do
my.best to bring about and later serve
that form of government. If you want
responsive, well organized, and
respected student government I urge
you to support my candidacy.
.
To help familiarize all of you with
me I want to tell you that I'm a junior
Political Science major with a minor
in English. · l' have a wo~k-study
position as the student coordinator of
the New Hampshire Poll I'm 22 years
old and a life-long .resident of New
Hampshire.
I look forward to meeting as many
students as possible in the next two·
weeks before the election. If any
student has any questions they would
like to ask me they should feel free to
call me at 868-9609 or 2·1304. I can also
be reached by writing to Box 17,
Durham.· I hope that we can all work
together and prom~te the quality of
education and the fair operation of the
University of New Hampshire.
Ronald S. Crowley

munity from seeing large concerts at
Jim's experience in Student Gov't
We have seen his deep concern for
this University. This present system of
the welfare . of the student body. and in his present position as Chairscheduling is adequate only in the eyes
Currently there are a lot of controver- man of the Student Caucus makes him
of the administration. There are no
sial issues concerning student Gover~ a well-informed and effective student
students involved in the oversight of
leader. He's a good listener and works
nment here at UNH. It is now time for
field house or· Snively scheduling.
communication and cooperation with hard to change or modify existing
It takes a good deal of expertise,
faculty · and administrators to take policies identified by students as unTo the Editor:
· organizing and effort on the part of
over. Jim O'Neill has stated his belief fair or in need of modification.
There are four or five candidates in such an approach.
SCOPE to put on a major concert in
I encourage everyone to get out and
running for the office of student body
the field house or in Snively Arena.
We all believe that leaders should vote Nov. 17 and 18, and to vote for Jim
president. I am supporting Jim 0 'Neill possess certain qualities. In a position O'Neill if you are sincerely interested
The hassles SCOPE already incur, in
for that position because he is the one such as Student Body President one of in seeing changes made to benefit
wading through the never-ending ad. the most important of these qualities is students at UNH.
who can do the most for students.
ministrative red-tape procedures in
·
Jim has been a member of the the ability to clearly and justly
order to put on a concert of this
Debbie Mekelatos
student caucus for three semesters. represent student needs. A more immagnitude are staggering. Mr.O'Neill
Chairman Student Caucus
Since May, 1976, he has served as portant, allover quality is the ability to
and his assistants are now making it
(1975-1976)
chairman of the student caucus. Jim is listen. Jim O'Neill does indeed know
increasingly difficult by needlessly
familiar with the issues. He is working how to listen and gather all of the facts
restricting the availability of these two
along with many others, on·the issues by considering all who are concerned.
facilities to the point of absurdity.
of pass-fail, Kari-vans, parking, . Listening is the key to communication,
They are neglecting student input
calendar, and counseling and testing.
which we personalfy feel could ease
and communication is the key to a
Jim has proven himself to me as a progressive and successful relationthe situation commendably.
leader this semester. He has been far ship among students, faculty, and adWe must ask ourselves, "Is this a
more effective in motivating student ministrators at UNH.
true representation of the adTo
the
Editor:
senators than I could have hoped for
ministration, not favoring student inVote for a student who c·a res to
We are writing with regard to a put into the scheduling of a University
when he was elected chairman in May. · listen, to communicate, and to work
comment
that
the
Dire~tor
of.
Most important, though, ~ that he has tor the students of UNH !
facility?" We would hate to believe so,
Recreational Activities, 1Mike O'Neil, but in this case it seems undoubtedly
treated everyone fairly, including
We urge all students to join us in enas
saying
in
last
Friday's
was
quoted
SANE and . Women in Higher rdorsing Jim 10'~eill for Student Body
true that we, the students, ar~ being
The New Hampshire article, • neglected. .
Education.
.
President. !
"Athletics
preclude
concerts".
The
arOn November 16 and 17, I .plan to
There seems to be a definite, but
ticle
was
based
on
SCOPE's
problems
vote for the candidate who will do the
vague, set of priorities in Mr. O'Neil's
Jennifer A. Ford
in reserving dates in the field house
most for students. I hope you join with
Brian Broad · and Snively Arena for their major present system of scheduling events in
me in voting for Jim O'Neill.
the field house and in Snively Arena.
Deborah VanSwol
concert productions.
Richard Mori
We believe a more coherent priority
Molly O'Shaughnessy
· O'Neil said, '"I fee1 cne present · system could be developed by inVice ~identfor
Douglas Cox
system is adequate and I don't favor
Special Assignments
stituting a permanent (year to year)
student input . into scheduling at the
committe comprised of O'Neil,
Area I Senators
expense of our programs."
athletic directors, faculty and students
To the Editor:
The ''present system'' of scheduling
to provide oversight and present a fair
As members of the Student Caucus
Mr. O'Neil refers to is himself, Andy
To the Editor:
and adequate scheduling system for
we would like to pledge our full sup· I'd like to take this opportunity to Mooradian, Director of Mens Interthe field house and Snively- Arena.
port to Jim O'Neill for the candidacy
Athletics and Gail
tell the student body why Jim O'Neill collegiate
of Student Body President.
deserves to be the next Student Body Bigglcstone, Director of Womens lnRhonda Flashen - President SCOPE
Through working with Jim we have . President.
1tercollegiate 'Athletics. . This ad. Ian G. Wilson - President MUSO
come to know a student who sincerely
Last year, as Chairman of the ministrative trio· totally controls the
David Farnham - President, Student
wants to show the 8,000 un- Student Caucus. I worked closely with scheduling of two of the largest inside
Body
dergraduates that Student Gover- Jim ~ his position as Student Sena~r. . facilities in the State of New HamPeter Ringer- President - SVTO
nment and the University Senate can
His total sense of committment to his pshire.
Jack Calhoun - Vice-President Student
work! Jim has been active in Student
This system of scheduling seriously
job as a representative of student inServices
Government for two years, first as a
terests ~md_ Jrls willin8!1ess to work restricts SCOPE by limiting available
Rebecca Clack - Director-UNH
Senator and now as the Chairman of
dates and making it virtually im' Student Press
hard for students, reinforces my possible for SCOPE to bring high-class
the Caucus. Jim has shown leadership
Jim O'Neil - Caucus Chairperson
strong belief that he should be our next concerts to this campus. In fact, this
in running the Caucus and the valuabl~
Rob Weigle -General Manager-WUNH
SBP.~
.
.
· ability to listen well in dealing with
present system .is depPiving the entire
Sue Col broth -ASO Business Manager
faculty, administrators, and students.
student-body and the general co!llRoger Mann -Cha!J'Person Pro-T~!D
·

Support

SCOPE

I'M OrF fOR SEOU'--

Field house

LEAV f.. A NoTE FOR. THE

Ml~K MAN , .TAK.£ IN THE
PAPER.~, ANP l)ON'T

rORC1ET To WA~K.
TJ(E CON(;RESSMEN .. .
··:~r: ..

\

To the Editor:
As you are probably aware, there is
currently a major problem with
scheduling any event other than
athletics in either the Field House or
Snivel~ Arena. To gain access to the
facilities we must request a specific
date from the Athletic and Recreation
Departments. The approval or denial
of such a request rests totally in the
hands of the three administrative
heads of their respective departments
within the E.eild House. There is
currently no sys.tern for providing for
student input into the scheduling
priorities for these facilities.
If such a system continues any
major programming in these facilities
by student organizations will be
seriously effected. It is our feeling that
in the long run, this situation will effect the entire student body and the
University community in general
We are organizing a meeting of all
student Qrganizations and interested

student parties to discuss the situation

and to develop a course of action for
solution of the probJem.
This meeting will take place .on
Wednesday, November 10 from 7:00 to
9:00 p.m. in the Carroll Room of the
MUB.
Please be thinking about any
possible solutions to this problem and ·
we look forward to seeing you there.'
Dave Clements
SCOPE
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Senate -meeting

•

by SCOPE

CALENDAR
continued from page 1
therefore was not formaUy acted
cord within the · senate on the on because of parliamentary ·
proposed calendar, UNH procedure. Ellis asked that since
President Eugene Mills said, "lf he could not be at the INov.15 ·
the senate decided not to accept meeting someone f~rma~y move
the modified plan, a rethinking of that the sen~t~ ~onsi~er his plan.
) guidelines would be necessary. _ I~ ex~lam,ipg his pr~posal,
' Faculty judgement as to what is Elhs said, I was trymg to
needed, and what must be taught, · separ~te next year from the long .
is a starting point.
~rm issue. Contracts ~ave to be
Ellis' motion was not formally signed. We cannot wait to solve
I presented to the sfm~t'! and -. this year's issue."
1

I
I

An Over 18 Audience
for

StephenloBkdd

';1,iil:1 :1

1

THE

i . l..ells

GEILs1:1:r·H: 1~11

BAND

Marty Feldman
& Dom DeLuise.
"SILENT MOVIE"

"Those
Bad Boys
From
Boston"

Magic Dick

Tues. -Sat.
Nov.
9-10-11-12-13
6:30&8:30

Seth Justman
767581

SKYDIVING
Special Offer
Daniel Klein

& special guest stars

Rochester Parachute Club ,
will be open on Thursdays
$35.00 first jump·

-ACE

Thursdays
Students Only
$40.00 weekends

Classes begin at 11 :00 a.m.

Sunday, November 21

· Rochester Airport

8 p.m.

Field House

Rt. 16

Tickets at MUB

(soon)

$3.50

UNH students with valid ID

$5.50

all others with proof of age
I

for more information call 862-21 ~5
...

,

t

I

no smoking or drinking" I

I I

I

1

PUBLIC NOTICE
concerning J. Geils concert
The following poFcy applies to public concerts. At certain special designated
concerts (high intensity) only University student~ 'll}Q:,persQns:»ty~ars ot:~ge ,
and older may attend. Any groups or individuals)~O{i~dj_ij\~Jitibn of,.tliiS4"!;.::
policy shall be subject to University action and/or arre8t/' .,>-~;:r,~<-rt
The concert will be reviewed and classified to determine irttensity on a scale
of o to 10 - o to 3.9 is low; 4 to 6.9.is moderate; and 7to~ Hf1S h1gb - by a group

consisting of one representative at the pre-concert planning meeting.
At any concert rated 7 or above, only University students or individuals 18.
years of age or older will be allowed to attend.·
,..

J. GEILS HAS BEEN RATED OVER 7
This is an x-rated concert

Rochester, N.H.

332-0829
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Were t h ey worth an extra .two h our wait.
By Mark Pridham
There are few musicians whose
· versatility encompasses such a
wide range of music as does. Taj
Mahal's.
Combining American blues
with black spirituals and
Jamaican
reggae,
Taj
mesmerized his two Sunday night
audiences in the Granite State
Room with his crisp vocal per
formance and fine musical accompaniment.
•
Taj's success is, to a large extent; due to the .·high-caliber
musicians who perform with him.
Not satisfied with relying on
regional talent, Taj has dr~wn an
international array of performers that add to the ver3atility of

his music. Their names read like
a Who's Who of international
musicians.
Ray Fitzpatrick, the tall, wiry
bass player, is from Trinidad, as
is Taj's drummer Kester "Smitty
Smith. Kwasi "Rocki" Dzidornu,
the smiling Conga drum
musician is from Ghana, Africa.
Kwasi has recorded albums with.
Bill Withers and is also on Stevie
Wonder's new album, Songs in
the Key of Life. He plans to
release his own album some time
next year.
The other musicians playing
witb Taj, Larry MacDonald (percussion
drums),
Robert
Greenidge (steel drums) and
Rudy Costa (woodwind instruments) are all from different
parts of the United States.
Taj, who was born in New York
City and lived for a while in the
Jamaican
community
of

sax a phone aqd Smith "ham- appetite for a )tight . of blues,
~
·reggae and gospel-style vocals.
mering on clruJlt~·
The·.-crow~t;t<>mped, claPWd . Cood~ opened the show with a
and whistled-· as Ti:rJ>ranced· 'foot stomping rendition of
about the stage singing, "I'm gon- "Alimony <It's Killing Me >", a
na move up to the country and humorous song from his nrst
paint my mailbox blue."
album.
- , (le {eased the audience with his~
·
Cooder, ~l}o-. toured 'with Taj
body movements and contorted - Mahal and_, ~i"'band ~all~ Rising
facial expressions. He moved Sons in tlje '-._60 1s Shares· Taj's inwith the music; emphasizing erest in-1if,_.variety of different
each note with a shake of his head vpes of m~icc backed-up with
·and a sudden.kick in the.red and vocalist~ ~~ and ~-..distinctive inblue stage lights.
·
struments}
Taj's energetic, lively perfor- -'--Cooder's _., __musical i-nte~est
.mance c?ntrasted'. ~harply to that ranges fr~- ~spel to ~e~1can
of Kwas1 on the conga drums. folk ballads·. ~h two distmctly
Kwasi was much more subdued different types 'of music, Cooder
with a. peaceful, trariquil ex- manages to blend both styles
pression on his face. Makine: eye toe:ether. makinl! them com contact with someone in the plimentary.
audience, he would smile and
The three vocalists j;inging
look upwards with closed eyes, backup to Cooder, Herman Johnsoftly slapping at his ancient son, Bobby King and Terry
drums.
Evans performed superbly ,
Taj, on the other hand, seemed especially during their sol~ ~ ''At
to pace himself to the beat of the the Dark End of the Street The
music. A mocking grin would all male backup was a standout in
suddenly transform itself ·to a itselt.
_
look of seriousness and then back
"Mexican Divorce," featured
again~ changing with the mood of onCooder's fifth LP.Chicken
the music and hypnotizing the Ski11 Music, revealed his incrowd.
terest in Latin folk styles.
Just watching him move about
Switching from a bottleneck
added another aspect to the
guitar to a mandolin and back
man's music.
again, Cooder's yearning for perRy Cooder
Ry Cooder, who preceded Taj fection became evident with each
Brooklyn, refers to his style of straw nat and shaking his head Mahal, started off the night at pluck of a string.
performance as "the heart of rhythmically with the music, Taj 8:30, two hours late.
"Billy the Kid" and "Police
"It said 6:30 on my contract, I Dog Blues" got the crowd clap-American Music." his father, a
wailed his reggae~alypso style
musician, came from West In- version of "Johnny -You're Too don't know whatit said on yours," . ping and hooting, even those most
dian parentage; his mother, a Bad." The Jimmy Cliff classic Cooder told the sell-out crowd of irritated by the long wait
gospel singer, is from South featured superb bass by Fit- 800 who waited over two hours for managed to forget their earlier
Carolina. Both have influenced zgerald and Ray Costa's Kalimba the first show of the MUSO-spon- displeasure with the-long delay.
him in his profession.
(AfriCClJl thumb piano) playing sored concerts, sched11led to begin
For those who were at he
Wea~ing
a wide-brimmed addedarhythmicislandtwang.
at6:30and9p.m.
second show, it was a long night
"Walker's Key," a fast-moving
It was a Jate start which was which ended early Monday mor. rock song written about fishing - disappointing to some, but for ning (2 a.m.). But, for Taj Mahalon an island in the Bahamas, most of 'those who attended, the Ry Cooder fans, it was well worth
featured
Costa's
wailing wait seemed only to whet their thewait.

Taj Mahal <Ed Acker photos)

•

....I•f•y•ou-m•o•v•e•fl•as•t•y•o•u•c•a•n•c•at•c•h•P•r•ofi•es•s•o•r•M•e•l•v•in•_Z•a•b•a•rs•k•y•,s•l•ec•t•u•re•o•n•h•zs•.•w•o•,.,•k,-------------pre~VleW ·
which is currently showing in the University Galleries. It starts at 12:30, in the gallery.
Tune in next week, s.a me tin:-=, same place; for Michael McCon11eU!

University Theater dress rehearsal of Shakespeare's As
You Like It. Johnson Theater at 8, admission only $1.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9
1

For the rest ·of this week Mel Brooks' Silent Movie
is playing at the Franklin, at 6:30 and 8:30.
Terror on the 40th Floor, starring Joseph
Campanella. When they say "Goihg down," they
definitely are. Ch. 9at11:30, or Ch.5 at _
midnight

Two good movies on to.night! The first is The Great
Waldo Pepper, starring Bob Redford. Ch. 4 at-S.
~

And the seccmd·is Death Wish, starring Charlie.Bronson.
Ch. 7 at9.
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11
No MUSO flick7 Waaahhhh!

-Bette Davis in Scream, Pretty Peggy. Ch.7at12:30
Charlie Chan in Rio, with Sidney Toler. Ch. 5 at 2:15

UniversityTheateropening of As You Like It. Johnson
Theater at 8. Students $2, general $2.50. •

Rick Bieniek plays Duke Senior in the
University Theater production of
Shakespeare's As You Like It. Starts
Rick Bean celebrates his second anni~e~ry in the PUB.~ Wednesday in Johnson Theater at 8.

Bluebeard, starring John Carradine. Ch. 5 at 2:30.
Dick Burton tried the recent naughty-nudie version
· of this, but the one on tonight is better.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10
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Get a bellyful! It's more fun than pushups
By Elizabeth Donovan

"It's fun," says senior Karen
Blackwood.
"It's sexy," says Naomi
Thaler, a freshman.
"It's good exercise," adds kindergarten teacher Sus~n Long.
They are talking about belly ·
dancing. It is one of the most
popular courses offered this year
through · the MUB Crafts Course
Program.
· Every Wednesday night these
three women, along with seventeen others practice shimmies,
belly rolls, and camel walks in
the Hillsborough Sullivan room of
the Memorial Union Building.
Ignoring the spectators pressed
against the doors, they circle the
floor or stand in front of the windows watching their reflections
a:i they try to rotate their rib

Dancing Girls," performed ·
there.
"Up until recently," Desimone
says, "belly dancing was frowned
on by most people." Many
associated belly dancing with
~rs and strip joints.
"I've had people ask me in all
seriousness what _parts of my
costume I take off," Desimone
comments.
For the most part, however,
she sees a general change in at. titude towards belly dancing. She
attributes this to the women's
movement.
"Women are freer ·to do what
they want. They belly dance for
their
own . pleasure, not
necessarily to entertain men.
"It's great exercise. You use
every muscle in your body. And
its more fun than doing push-

They weren't inhibited at· all.
They mad~ fancy costumes and
even.bought navel stones!'
Inhibition is sometimes difficult to overcome. _Desimone ,
recalls one student in particular:
"Every time I demonstrated a
new mqve or step she'd say 'Ob
my
that's disgusting 1'-then ;
she'dd,9 it."
Desimone teaches her students i
traditional moves but she is continually improvising. She attends ·
workshops and continues to take
lessons herseH to find out what
other dancers have developed.
"Most women find stomach
movements hardest to do,"
Desimone says.
The course includes ten
lessons. a performance by
Desimone and instructions for
making costumes.

up!i," Dc::5imone tell:5 her cla~e:5.

cages--without movmg the rest of
their bodies.
Belly. dancing'? Isn't that what
strippers do?
"No," says teacher Janith
- Desimone firmly. "Real belly
dancing is an art form like any
other kind of dancing. It takes
years to be really good."
According to Desimone, belly
dancing is one of the oldest form~ ·
of dance there is. For many years
it was confined to the Middle East
where it originated.
The U.S. saw its first belly dancers at the 1893 World's Fair in
Washington when a Syrian group,
"Little Egypt and the Egyptian

Q. < > 9

Ca:5tume:5 arc an

part of belly dancing. They vary made. This year there were no
according to taste but the belt or · problems filling up the course.
"I've gotten good feedback on
girdle, as it is .called, is a stanthe course both last year and this
dard feature.
According to Desimone there is year, " Toll said. "Hopefully I can
a history behind the wearing of keep it as part of the Crafts
the girdles. "Unmarried Persian program," she continued.
Students from this semester
women would dance through the
streets and sew the coins thrown and last semester's classes have
to them on their girdles. They Uxti.cat.ed they wwld like a more
would use their belts for a dowry. advanced course offered next
When they got married they semester. None say they want to
be professionals, howeve.r .
didn't dance anymore."
·
"I want to be good enough to
The belly dancing classes were
first brought to UNH ' last spring do it on my own," Naomi Thaler
by MUB Crafts Program coor- says.
"I want to be able to do a whole
dinator Sylvia Toll.
"I was looking for something routine," agrees fellow student
different to offer students," Toll Cindy Spies.
Where would they do it'?
said. She contracted Desimone at
"At parties," savs substitute
the Portsmouth YWCA where she
teacher Jane Bennet
conducted classes.
"For a lover," says another
Last year the course was so

important · popular a new 1'cction had to bo

umiamod studont.

Belly
dancing
involves
isolation and movements of each
part of the body--the head, torso,
hips, legs, arms and stomach. '
Students must learn to relax to
move effectively. For this
reason, a doctor once referred

patients suffering from tension to

Desimone's classes.
Desimone,
a
Portsmouth
resident, has been teaching belly
dancing for three years. She has
taught students age sixteen to
seventy.
·
"In one class I had there were
three ladies around sixty-eight or
seventy. Those three had more
f~n than anyone else.in the class.

DO .YOU HAVE A DOLLAR?

Becauile if you do, you can win a cha nce on a 7-day Ca rribean s:ruise for two .d uring winter
break!
PLUS

WIN OR LOSE!

You'll·be bussed to BROTHERS 4 in Nashua on.Wedn~~ay, Dec; 15 (Classes end the i6th)
for a.free buffet meal, a live phow, dancing and ROWDINESS, and all you'll have to pay
for is your drinks.

AND

You "ll be helping Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center to help handicapped children .

and young adults.

ALL THIS FOR ONLy A BUCK?
YES!H

Get tickets from anyone in Williamson Hall, Qt the Williamson Store, or in Pltjtbrook, and
lookjor us in Stillings, Huddleston and the MUB.
·

DOIT!!!

Janith Desimone bellys up to our photographer. (Casey McNamara photo) ·

LUNEAU Produ ctions? in cooperation with WTSN, proudly _presents

Pousette:.. Dart Band
IN CONCERT

Special Guest - CAP'N MOON

Ticket Prices:

NOV. 20, 1976
85.50, 84.50, 83.50

7:30p.m.

Tickets also available
at the door

OLD Spaulding High Audito.rium, Rochester, N .H.
TICKETS:

Dover: Stuart Shaines

Rochester: Strings & Things

Music Man

Osgoods

WTSN

Luneau's Restaurant

Mobile dressroom courtesy of Ray's Marina, Milton, N.H.

Durham: Town & Campus

Listening Post
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comics

Stevens
STEVENS

By Debbie Blood

continued from page 5

what he was doing," said
Provencher.
"We used them as hack-up·
vehicles and small charter. We
did use them to transport the
Trustees and state legislators
who were guests of the University
to Saturday football games~ The
buses were only good for charter
service," he said.
Dozier said that last year the
Mercedes "got only about 10,000
miles because of the reduced
demand and certain part
problems.''
Dozier said,~ "It was Bruce
Stevens' responsibility to act as
the liaison between the Morcodos

North America Company and
ourselves. It was also up to him to
obtajn the needed parts ·for
repairs.
· "Bruce never liked the Mercedes buses. He believed they
should have been compressed in
a baler and made into a coffee
table,'' Dozier said.
Stevens said he went to Dozier
to tell him he wouldn't drive the
• Mercedes any more and Dozier
would say "Don't rock the boat .."
Dozier is powerless to influence
Leaver for fear of losing his job,
said Stevens.
Dozier said, "I am not at all
afraid of losing my job."
"The Assistant Director often
has a conflict of opinion with the
Director," said Stevens. "The
' supervisor then, in turn, has the
same problem with the Assistant
Director. This does not produce a
team effort as no one supports the other on any one issue."
Dozier said, "I don't always
agree with my boss any more
than Leaver always agrees with
Prince or Prince with Mills -that's only human.''
"Dozier is not an effective
manager. He would make a
decision and : then he'd change
it," said Stevens.
"lfe gave me an extended six
month probationary periodand .
then fired me one and a half months into the extended period," he.
_ said.
"In May of '76 things looked
good," said Stevens. Prince,
Leaver and Dozier were all in
favor of a new system. "Then all
of a sudden they turn around and
tell me to cut back in service."
Dozier said the budget for the
Kari-van was the result of
legislative action that took place
in July. "We couldn't inform the
students of a cutback in April or
May if we didn't know ourselves
until July.
"I still believe that the appropriations we did receive are
substantial compared with the
small number of students that
use the service,'' said Dozier. Ten
percent of the UNH community
use the Kari-van, he sail.
Stevens said· he sent a list of
budgets, past history of Kari-van
routes and recommendations for
the purchase of new equipment to
Prince. "This was the end of the '
semester. Time was short and we
were under constraint from
leasing new equipment," he said.
"You need a guarantee when
dealing with transportation.
Decisions must be made on a
schedule. The UNH budget
process did make an unavoidable
delay but we could have at least
informed the students," said
Stevens.

RESEARCH
PAPERS

by Garry Trudeau
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by Jeff M_illar & Bill Hinds
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collegiate crossword
11

12

13

45 Boxing great -

CROSS
A

1 Dalai 5 Do construction
work
10 Direct insult
14 Actor John 15 Worship
16 Malayan boat
17 Martinets
20 Drunkard
21 Hurried
22 Water buffalo
23 Other than
25 Natives of Elsinore
27 Plunder
29 Viet 30 California time
(abQr.)
33 Borden's cow
34 Pretty. in S_totland
35 Tolstoy
36 "Do you have change
for - ? "
37 Hair dye
38 Horace or Thomas
39 To 'give: Sp.
40 Cleanse
41 Ballplayer Irvin
42 Work unit
43 Earthen jar
44 Cordoba cloaks

33
36
39

1976

18 Put into circu-

lation
19 Like a good
shortstop
24 Homonym for a
bowling alley
25 English poet
John 59
26 Miss Moffo
60
27 Union general
28 Church feature
61
29 Cuban dance
62
31 Miss Berger
63
32 Musical sounds
64
34 "Mr. Television"
37 Cordell - .
DOWN
38 Thelonious 40 French common
I Striplings
soldier
2 Exchange premium 41 Painter Edouard 3 Barracks bigwigs 44 George Eliot
(2 wds.)
character
4 de Trfomphe
46 King with the
5 Had a talk
golden touch
6 Not working
48 Canned meat
7 Nullify
4q Evening
8 Water bird ,
50 Classify
9 Something for two 51 English river
10 Village high
53 Penny point
.
54 Exploits
11 Certain surgery
56 Haggard novel
12 Top-notch
57 Bygone bird
13 Despicable
58 Busy activity
47
48
50
52
55

Griffith
Singer Paul Escargot
Angry
Sigma's neighbor
Greek range
(2 wds.)
" - boy!"
•
Gymnastics equipment
Be overly fond of
kit
Trencherman
Dollar bills

ANSWERS ON PAGE 5

Thousands On File

UNIVERSITY THEATER

Profession a l

AS YOU LIKE IT

Resea rch er:s
'~IO Dumbarton St.,N.W. .

' Washington, D.C.20007
I 'lll'> \ 'l'l'L0?01

presents

By William Shakespeare
November 11-13 and 18-20 at 8 PM
November 1 7 at 2 PM
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts Center. UNH, Durham
General: $2.50-$3.00; Students'. $2.00-$2.50
Reservations: 862-2290. Group rates available.
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The two other positions are under Health Services and include a
psychologist and psychiatric
social worker. ·
''The new proposal is more
than just a better mentalhygiene
unit, it's the outreach counselors
anq the use of the education
department facilities," said
Calhoun.
"Many services at · the center

Caucus
COUNSELING
continued from page 2

counseling are the use of
graduate students from · the
education department and three
outreach counselors from the
r.esidential areas.

would be provided equally well
by graduate students and other
more serious cases can be
provided by the psychologist and
psychiatric social worker," said
Ca_lhoun.
Calhoun
said
the
two
secretaries from the Counseling
and Testing Center will be transferred to Hood House under the
new proposal.

The four clinical psychologists
at Hood House would have to be
eliminated, but they could apply
for the one such position at Hood
House, said Calhoun.
""'The two women clinical
associates can submit their
names to the outreach program.
This job will mean a decrease
from their present" salary,'.' said
Calhoun.

male/ female
PRE-ME OS
Thousands of pre-medical students will be refused admission this year to U.S. ·medical schools
due to extremely limited openings. Here is an
alternative:
·
ENROLL IN A- FOREIGN MEDICAL SCHOOL.
The Jnstitute, with its own fu11-time offices in the
U.S. and Europe, offers a comprehensiv_e .admis-

DIALOGUE:

SEXUAL IDENTITY
. , . a look at life's passages

from two sides of the fence

s ions and prnpar:atory program for qualified

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 10

American students seeking admission to foreign
·medical and veterinary schoots: The Institute has
. helped more A~ericans enter European medical
schools than any other organization.

. 7:00p.m .

HUBBARD LOUNGE
sponsored by

INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York

THE·HUMAN SEXUALITY.-CENTER·

40 E. 54 St., New York 10022 • (212} 832-2089

The director at the center will
also probably transfer to Hood
House, he said.
Calhoun said, "The Counseling
and Testing Center has done a
great job in keeping students out
of Conco:r;-d State Hospital. The
question is would this new
proposal eliminate the alternatives now used by the center to ·
keep ~tudents out of the state
mental hospital?'
Calhoun said, ''Students are
better off having a student com- ·
· mittee to review the Counseling
and Testing situation than work
on the ·same committee with the
faculty and administration. "We
can talk with Stevens directly
and he'll know how the students
stand."
An open hearing is scheduled
for Nov. 15 at 12 noon in the
Carroll Room in the MUB to ·
present the proposal "so that
everyone understands wnat ts
being considered and to answer
questions," said Calhoun.
Another open hearing is
scheduled for Nov. 18 from 12: 30
p.m. to 3 p.m. in the Granite State
Room of the MUB to hear
testimony frq,m students / and
other interested persons on the

Counseling and Testing Center
and the proposal.
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WIDE SELECTION OF
'
hnported Clogs
. Wallets
Belts

Try Popping Our'

®tj ~

"NUTS 'n BOLTS"
(a nutty snack m.ix)

with our

Knapsacks

Vests

Hats

Briefcases

Buckles

Footwear

Luggage

Jewelry

Acce~ies..

Jackets

Haadbags

Leather Care Products

hot muUed cider
at The Common Market

HOURS: Mon., Wed., Thurs.,

9:30. 7:00
9:30 -9:30
Tues., Sat.
9:30 · ·5:30
DQWNTOWN ACROSS FROM LOEWS CINEMA

Fri. .

45 Mqin St., Durham
formerly The Cheese & ~rain Shop

-----classified ads
for salt

For Sale: Lange Standard ski boots
(women's size 8), lwo medium down jackets,
· 1 dog kennel for flying a medium large dog.
Reasonable prices. Call Allison 659-2379. 12/3
For Sale: To~ota Land Cruiser 1974 model,
43,000 miles ·- undercoated no rust, never
plowed $3500 or B.O. Call eves 868-7289 or 7123574. 11/22
Motobecane - Super Mirage 4 months old,
alloy rims, Q-R nubs, Suntour derailleurs,
SUgmo cranli:, Weinmann QR brakes, high
pressure tires, leather seat, excellent Shape,
$165. Call DaVId after 5 p.m. 862-1343. 11/19
Peav_y Bass Brain, 210 watts rrns with fuzz,
~ualization, footswiteh for channel mixing.
Six months old, clean and in perfect condition. $200. Group disbanding, must sell.
Call John, 74M847. 12/3
For Sale: Polaroid 240 land camera With .
flash and case. Excellent condition. ~ Also
Blizzard fiberglass special skis - 195 cm, 2
years old, very good condition. Paid Sl25 .
new' asking $50. can 749-3642. 11/16

For Sale: Coppi racing frameset, 58 cm.
Columbus DB tubing throughout, cut out
Bottombracket Italian slop forkcrown, campy dropouts. An excellent road frame, 10112
bottombracket. Asking $175 or best offer.
Call Randy 742-4339. 11/23
Mondia special frameset 24" (60 cm) frame
with Campagnolo headset, bottom bracket
and dropoufs. Reynolds 531 DB tubing
througftout an excellent touring frame.
Asking $160 or best offer. Call Steve 868-7088.
11/23
For Sale: Male and female siamese seal
point kittens. Parents available for inspeelion. They are 6 1~ weeks old. If interes1ed,
call 436-5203 after 6 p.m. Mon.-Fri. anytime
Saturday or Sunday. 11/9
.

General Electric camster vacuum cleaner rebuilt motor - $30 Used Frigidaire washer Delux model - $30 - Call 742-2485 evenings.
11/12 .
.
Surfboard and surfrack for sale. 'Surfboards
Australia' six foot board, excl. condition:
$65. 'Barrecrafter's' aluminum rack, $15.
. Calf Mike, evenings at 868-2958. 11/9
Car deck - Roberts cassette deck, auto-eject,
FFW and RW. $25. 742-4180.11/9
fIT Volkswagon SqU<Jreback: doesn~t run but
has Potential and wants to get back on the
road: $50. Call 868-7491. 11/12
Fender Jaguar guitar. Pre-CBS (1963) great
a~tion, sounds ::-a1ce. Get that jazz soun<l for
only $125. Call 868-7491. 11/12

For Sale · \!"t;;:, Jeep CJ5 totally reconditioned. New Clutch. transmission. Roof.
Paint and Body. Front end and brake:·
redone. Color-Blue. Call 2-2401. ask for
Steve 331 Christensen. 11/12
BSR 20BPX Auto/Manual turntable. Excellent condition. With new Empire 2000E
cartridge. Everything under warranty .
Great buy for only $55. Call 742-8654 between
4:30-7:30 evenings. 11/12

Speakers: Does an~one have a pair of
Speakerlab speakers. I'm thinking of buying
tfiem, but have never heard them. Call Nick
at 868-9897 . 11/12
Make Money!! We want your COMIC
BOOKS. Search your attics at home you
m!!Y have d~llar~ lying around getting dusty.
W1H pay fair prices. Call 868-5716. Ask for
Marx Kneeland. 11/19.

,rides

Guitar- Sunburst Gibson ES 345 stereo
Humbuclting pickup_s, stereo chord and har:
dshell case. $385 also old Fender Deluxe
Desperately need ride to Saratoga Sprinp,.
tweed cover good shape $165- York, Maine
N.Y. or Albany, Schenectady or area We<L
207-363-2\87. 11/16
aft. or Thursday Ooth or 11th) returning
Sun.
or Mon. Please.call Julie 868-9788, 2-167'{
Must Sell - 1966 Plymouth Valiant. Engine
will pay. 11/9
·:
excellent, good body1 needs J!Bint. 4 new tires
and sµpws includeo. $500 firm. See at 21
Rust
on
your
car
repaired.
Free
estimates.
Schoolhouse
Ln
.
D
ham
ll
FOR SALE-ski Packa2eJor be2ihninl! woman
858 2583
Fiberglass work done professionally at low . 11/23
.; ur
or ca_
.
<skier. NorthlatitfskJS1110 cm . 'ke1ker tsuck!e
Room to sublet in Farmhouse. Nov.-May, ·
cost to you. Call Dan at either 659-5125 or 664boots size 6. Also mcludes bindings and
'66 P~Y,mOUth Valiant. E:xcellt!;ftt meehanieal ·SUlO/month includes utilities,
2458 . il/16
~16
poles. All in good condition. $75. Call 868to nilles from UNH:n;s· · · • · , ·· - · 1
condition. Has been well-serviced· but needs
2335. 11/12
.
.
1966 Tan VW bug,, sunroof, rebuilt · . ngine:
inside fender repair. Great buy for someone
Ap~rtment fm- rent in Newmarket 136,000 miles. goo<I condition, $,5(JO or best ofwhl> ~an <W own work. $100. 868-9828 or 862Down .ba~s: one 2lb. fill Moor & Mountain 3
bedroom, kitchen, big living room, centra~
'er. 742-3l43after5. 11/9
1664; 'T.!>JIP 11/12
season witn No. 10 ziooer. slant baffles. 6 inlocated on Karivan - $215 month includ~
lCh. loft, good to 15°. Cost $87.00 new, sell for $65.
SLIGHTLY USED RUBBERS. Size 165 BR
hea~.available
Jan. (possibly sooner). Call
For
Sale
Nikko
5010
Stero
Receiver
20
watts
1
One 1.25 lb. 1''ill EMS summer, 4 .-.z mch lott,
14 steel belted radial snow tires in excellent
65&.2815. 12/3
.
)
BIKEES-For sale~ Mirella Italian racing
good to 35 degrees. Cost $59 new, selling for · rms, with 2 Jensen Model II speakers. $200 or .
conditi<'11. Get them before the white stuff
separately.
best
offer.
Will
consider
selfing
bike-Campy steel crand, Record derailleur$45. Make super winter combo together,
Serious,
quiet
female
student
seeks
room
in
ff}~lou! $49 for the pair. ·Call 868-7220.
French touring rim~out can be converted
~l!_!3.o~f~~6 p.!_11._749·~~~3. __l l/9 -·-~good to -20 degrees. Both in excellent conprivate home near campus for immediate
back to racing f22lbs. >-perfect training bikedition. Call 659-2635. 11/19
occupancy during the. week only. Kitchen
F"or Sale: Mexican sweater coat. · Dark
$200-write Box 17 Greenland 03840 leave
Down parka; navy blue, Woolrich, men's
priv, desired but not essential. Call Caroline
nmnoeroraaoress. utia
·
·-·
1967 For~ station. wagon. Good engine with
·trown With white and gray detail. Women's
small/woman's large, excellent coridition - , after 6 p.m. on weeknights. 692-4439. 11/9
56,000
miles.
Radial
tires,
new
bra!Ces
much
.
size
small
$25.
Cail
K1m"14Z-0560.
ll/ll!
hardly
worn.
$35
or
best
offer.
Call
Debi
T.
For Sale: Yamaha-·125 excellent condition
body rot. Asking $150. Call Nancy Rm. 3, 2Female senior wants own room in house nr
868-9834, room 503. 11/19
Skis - Rossi Strato 102, Dynamic 117 195 cm
1598 or 868-9725. 11/12
Must sell immediately: Two hedroom
apartment for second semester <preferably
187 cm - Lange boots 71'2, good price. Scott,
-0n Karivan). Call Katrina, Room 360 868Must seli : 1959 vw Bug. 9,000 miles rebuilt
Mobile home at 10. "ileepy Hollow ·Mobile
868-2668. 11/tl
9750 or 2-2173. Leave your name & number i:f
Court in Newmarket $2,950. Cail 659-Z138 atengine, new paint 4 gooi:l tires and snows inI'm not in. 11/19
For Sale: Rosewall-Seamco tennis ra~uet4
cluded, sun roof "heat words". $900 OBO at
tersixor679-8876.11 7JR .
Job interviews class of '79-'80. · Big
41~ inch grip. 180. cc. Dynastar GLS skis w1
organization
needs
junior
executives.
Worla
Neeo •de to Bethlehem, PA. or vicinit)'.,
21 Schoolhouse Ln., Durham or call 868-2583
For Sale: 1975 Winneabago RG 24,000 miles
Salomon bindings and Barre po.les. Nordica
wide
positions.
GOOd
salary
and
benefits.
weekend of Nov. 11-14. Can leave We<l11/23
self contained, sleeps 6, sparetire, AM/FM
"Banana" ski 00ots, size 91'2N. All in very
.
Call Army ROTC 862-1078. 1179
nesday. Share driving & expenses. 868-965().
For Sale: 1969 DodJZe Charger, 440 Magna"", ""' : gassette pla.yer '.fV & CB antenna\ extra
good condition. Call 659-2069. 11/23
·
Leave message with Karen. 11/9
Woman 23 wants to meet other -women to
automatic, P .S., P .B.; 70,000, studded-snows
Battery, trailer b!tch, etc. Call after 5 p.m.,
'68 VW Bug, recently rebuilt el!Pte, ra~C?i
play
paddleball
beginner
or
not.
;Also
tenruns great, body needs some work, $700. calf
_712....,....-6.,...20_8_,,.1...,.,1...,./1:..:.9_~-------~ood tires, ltred body, but lovable. $600. uw
nis. 868-5999. 11/23
· ·
Henry at 868-5207. 11/16
For lSale: :.Sltis -Fiiclier RSL (200's> along
.-!~<! or Perry at ·679-8220 eyenings 11/12
Wanted: Viola in good condition. Will Pet
Prepare for the 1-o-n-g winter. Warm, used
with marker 4 bindings asking $100 or besl
Fishermen - for sale- 76' 2 Horse Evinrude
l>i'.oportional to condition of inst~nl
Tibet Yoga instruction. No obligation and no
quality clothing for sale at reasonable offer. G&ll aft~r 5 p.m., 772-6208. 11/19
trolling motor. Low Hours. Runs finest kind.
MIIC~. 659-2!>39. ll/16
. ..
.
hard-sell pressure. Call Newmarket for free
prices. St. Geor~'s Thrift Shop, Durham.
19'71 MGB; British Racing Green, dual car$265 new, want $225. Call Charlie 742-2488.
trial lesson: 659-2712. 11/23
Sale hours: Tuesday <sales onfy) 7-9 p.m.
borators, 28 MPG highway, four on the floor
MEN-WOMEN:
JOBS
ON
SHIPS
12/3
Thursdays-10-3:45.11123
asking $2100.- Come to One Garris0n H.il1 American. Foreign. No experience required:
Typing - 7511 per page. Previous secretarial
VW Kombi wagon for sale 1965 and running .
Manor· in Dover. On Karivan, Dover A. See
~x~ellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
experience. Call 142.:0142. U./9
finest kind. new muffler, and other assorted
1''or Sale - BSR 2520 W turntable. Very good
Marc.11/9
•
Job or career. Send $3.00 for information.
work. Equipped with snows. Only $575. Call · conditio!1J~~C~l _868::5642ata_n~ti!°~·
_
SEAFAX. Dept. E-17. Box 2049. Port Angeles
uo rnc. Mei t:'§}it>kM
~.
Charlie, 742"-*. 12/3 .
·
1«01:' Sale : Rossignol Ski Boots. 'Brand
Washington
98.162.
11/21
Business teacher will do business, personal,
SKI-BOOTS-SKATES ; New, used, many
- -·-·- ·- - ·-.new; on~ worn once. Size 9 <size 71.2 ..g
professional, studen!i or thesis typmg from
1967 Olds Cutlass Conv,'. PS, PB. Auto VB.
sizes such names as Atomic, Hart, Head, ,w01mtqi.lf
Busines~ from your home. -Couples, students.
hoe> . Must sell! Were $90. Now
notes· or dictation. neasonable rates. IBM
:130. 2BBL. Electric top has some bOd\
K2j Rossignol, Lange, Nordica, Munari. Expr<!fes~1onal
.<!nd
non-proiessi.
o
nal.
No
$45. Cal1 ane 2-1739. Rm. 323. Eves. Ir/ 12
style/pitch. Call Diana at
Selectric-choice·of
damage but is inspected & run daily . Askin~
eel ent __pr1ces, come and see for yourself.
obligation nor mvestment. Second income·
742-4858. 11/12
.
$300 but will consider any reasonable offer.
Greg, Williamson 424, 868-9797 .or 86&-2285.
f.ende'l1.
.~ii~i~1trayh'OF
Braif!,
Marshall
.~pportunily
:
Mr
.
Grant
.664-2494.
ll/
659·245:J. 11 / 9
11/9
.
.. .
.
Loaded Bass and PA cabmets. Also:
·---'I-- -- ··--·
__
Experienced mechanic. Tuneups, brakes,
exhaust: .sy'stems, . oil change and minor
cF'or Sale ·. 1970 VW BEETI.E regist• "Pd. InRUBBERS Excellent 165 BR 14 steel radial
Shure and Electrovoice microphones. FenGflr~~ Wanted within walking distance
spected .. :J5 mil,~s/.gallon. Only $600 . .,ce it.
engin_e_ wqnc • .t ,r:iay.e ac~~
1o maP.Y, parts
snow tires. Don't w~1t for the white stuff!
der .Mustang_ uitar._ Will sell or ade '"' l ff~trt'd~iitS". ;f;w; ,~om_pact_!!ar _qµri,ng the
.ena
will_gi:taratlt'.ee·!ffiy1~rk! 1.'FlW"appoin
~nt~ : Sharon P1I11od , Star HqJLW ;--;~ ,, Just i~~ ~~-~l~~-K.e.eµ......,,Jo*~
..
·
ekday~~t=--mooth&-m---rest of sctroot·yeaT. Call
tment calf: 436-7176after6p.m.11/16
·
~!J:il99 wee ends. 11
1!68-9828 and ask for Carl. 11 (15
"'1t1Vt!~~f\"gt'rM~~"- rti9"
-· frym : 1
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Andy Merton mixes teaching with writing
MERTON
continued from page 3

Laurie Dougal, a junior conservationmajor, said,"It's a good
preparation for the newswriting
world. The hardest part, once you
,get used to the style of writing, is
finding hard news stories. Cindy
Sharpe, .a sophomore English
major, agrees. She said, "I guess
what I value most is the
professional
attitude
that
Professor Merton maintains in
the course. It comes as close as
you can get to the real thing while
you 're in school.
·
.
Last Tuesday afternoon Merton
strode into the typing room in
Hamilton Smith where the
ne\Yswriting class was B:~S_embled

Merton waited
,d

..cJ.;.

1;~n·y::1

.u:1··i ---.,u

impatientty, ·f.eld~his t

·

hands, b~il;ncing his; leg ...
and announced a pop quiz on
.current events. He scrawled five
topics on the board stated, "This
should take five minutes." He
repeated it a couple to times for
emphasis.
Everyone took the hint and
wrote fast. Even so, Merton
waited impatiently_. folding and
unfolding_his hands, bouncing his
leg and adjusting his glasses. He

sorted through the same pile of
papers twice without seeming to
come up with anything either
time. "One minute!" he called
i>Ut. Pens scribbled furiously for
the last 60 seconds while Merton
~hifted around in his seat.
"O .K ! " Papers shuffled towards
Merton; the heat was off.
He lectured casually, . still
seated 'at the circle of tables.
Wearing rolled up shirt sleeves
and hiking boots, Merton stretched out in his chair as the class
got rolling. Only his hands
betrayed his energy. He rolled a
pen between his hands as he
exhorted his student-s to keep
their sentences short and then
wagged it back and,f orth at them.
About choosing a subject he
tells them, "You had better be intereste4 . in it,. he~a\l§bif _you3e.
oorea b}t. lt;yO\iI? reatlm:s ,,naveu~t ·. .
got a.chance." He illustrates his.
points with examples of other
writers and anecdotes of his own.
While he speaks he ~ rh.akes fluid,
rolling gestures with his arms
and raises his black eyebrows for•
extra emphasis.
'
. Merton admits that deep inside
he's a bit of a ham. "I think
everyone is to some extent,"'' he
said. But not everyone 1.1sed to be
a local New Hampshire rock and
roll star. '.'I played bass guitpr
and screamed in a group called
the Checkmates," he said

humorously. "Actually I played
my way through college. I used to
earn some money Writing for. The
New Hampshire too; one
semester I made $150 from it, but
I could make that much in one
weekend with the ba~d,' ,~ 'r.,erton.
said. "I got ofh>Yfbein)t ori'Stage-. 'l ~

,.I played bass guitar

and screamed in a band
called the Checkmates.,,
what doyou think I'm domg now,
teaching'?" he remarked with a
grin.
Of course these days MertoR
sings to a different tune. Not only
does he teach section~ ol
p,ttws.wr.i.tine: and ma2a~irt
Wrlfirlg'~ : A
but he also supe1W1sej
the prose writing classes and is
faculty advisor for The New
Hampshire. And in his spa1*
time he freelances.
He has two or three magazi~
articles coming out this month..
"I haven't looked in <New Hampshire) Profiles to see if i~ in
there yet, but they sent me my
check so I assume it must be,"
Merton said nonchalantly.
His first magazine article appeared in Boston _Magazi~ in.
September of 1972. ,\; Wlien I got
the job here, Don l\fUtI:ay s~id,

'You'd better start writing for it well and made it work. he could
magazines because you'll also be · get away with it. "I had just
teaching the magazine writing finished reading Hunter Thomcourse.' It took me three months son's Fear and Loathing in Las
to write the first one; now I could Vegas," he admitted, "and I was
do it in three weeks," Merton' ex- trying to keep that" kind of excitement in mind when I wrote
plained.
These days, if he gets stuck on it.''
Merton says this is the hardest
a story Merton says his remedy is
to read one of his favorite authors time of year for him. "I have so
for a while?"Bernard Malamoud is many commitments at schoi>l
mellow, _he has such a lovely tone that I don't have much time to
to his writing. George Higgins is write for myself. Sometimes I'll
another one," he said, _"and I be right in the middle of writiQ.g
read a lot of Kurt Vonnegut in something and 1'11 have to pick up
college; I think he influenced me and run to Class; it's annoying.
I'm just trying· to get through the
a lot."
One of the art\cles he enjoyed semest~.{ ' ~!lfton said.
He's up for tenure next year.
doing most wa~ on the Boston
Celtics. "That was a more Merton JiatecL-all the. people who
emotional piece, not analytical
like political writing," he said. MertQn l{v~ciqnd.trai~ed
For the Celtics' a"rticle (which
' appeared-in the Nov. 1974-issue of
with "the Celticf\
Boston Magazine'), Merton lived
and trained with the Celtics for
for several days ...
several days at their . training
camp.
will have to evaluate him. but I
'"It was a real high," he recalls. ~ot lost after the. first 5 oi' 6. He
It's written in a style that William nas mixed feelings about the
Rivers, that advocate of plain tenure proceedings. "I've known
style, could only call 'Rococo some people who were really
Breathless'. I asked Merton how destroyed by it, when they had no
he could preach short sentences other options. I'm doing it for the
to his students while writing such experience and because I like my
long winded ones himself.- He job," he told me, "but not
~ause I'm desperate to stay.
remind~d me that it was a 101000
Sometimes I get · itchy for
W()rd feature, not a newspaper
article, and that as lc:>riJ;! tts'-be -did new.s pa per writing.''
r-.r.r.r~.r.r.r.r-r.r.r.r.r.r.r.r....or-.r.r~~..r.r..r..r""°i
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----·classified ads----lost and found

·- Need a roommate? 1 or 2 males want to
move off campus 2nd semester. Durham
areaj)referred. If you might be able to help,
call Chris 862-1658 or 868-9742, 11/12
Roommate needed 2nd semester. Dover-4
mi. from campus on Karivan Rte. $70-single
room, heat included, share apt. w/2 other
f~~~~- ~N~Jamie Days: 862-1485, Nights: 749-

Found, Nov. 1, Monday at Stillings _
woman's gold watch with religious medal attached. Call Marth~, 2-2374, room 258. Must
identify. 11/12
. ·
Found at Swine Flu Clinic on Fri. Oct. 29th
one bracelet. can Mrs. Cavanaugh at Hood
House, 2-1530, 7 a.m.-3 p.m. 11/9
I lost a brown fisherman's knit sWeater on
October 28th. It was only being loaned to me,
so if I don't get it back I'm suiik. Call Jefferson 463-7693. 11/9
"Kitty" missing since October 19,
Murkland/Mini-ITorm Area, 3/4-grown,

(:Rite ~~1a;!,r~~~.~fy>~~~itV:fu-!l~

well cared for since he has not returned
home but the baby misses and calls for him.
Please call us, 868-2045, early morning or
late evening. P.S. Found same in same area
only younger with gold highlights. 12/3
Lost at library~ 11-2; nice way of putting it.
Black and wnite <damed elbow) Bean's
Norweigian sweater. Whoever has it, f.lease
return as it is getting cold, and so am . Cont.let R..ich flardy, 868-7144. 11/19 , ·
_

1

r'emale roommate wanted to share a
beautiful house in the woods. Three other
girls. Located 1 1 ~ miles from ea_mpus onDurham Point road. $62.50 plu~ ~1t: 1 :-=-·
Female Roommate to share new house located
5 miles from Durham. Country setting, 50
acres, 2 fire~laces. Own transportal1on.
$75/mo. inclui:les utilities .. Phone 868-9620.
11/9
•

To S.R.R. III Happy Birthday on the 10th. If
you make it through 21 beers, I'll offically
pronounce you 21. Remember you promisea
me a Happy Birthday hour! With love & have
a happy. Smiles. 11/9

Bugged creep from Madbury Rd: Your days
are numbfnid. It should teach you to mess
with a SWIN<JLE. ~n old friend. 11/9
Steve R ... Don't you know when you've got a
covalent bond with element number 97.~et
ter take her before she goes ionic. 11/9.

· personals

R.S. :· Nothing ventured. nothing gained.
O.K.-Silver Moon S. 11 / 12
---~.--

Visit Eu.~ope 26 days in Janua~y . 16 plus
days sk11ng at Zermatt. Verb1er. Levsin
Crosetes- Avoriaz. and Les Mosses. 'Yuorne 1
winecaves. Gruyere cheese fal'lon" Bern.
Castle, casino gambling, fantas tic food. Ski
lessons. lift tickets. excursions. hotels twc
meals a day , partie;>. air fare : under $800.
Contact Chris cnurch Strafford House 1-18
868-9818. College credit possible. ·11 1 19

pre-paid class ad form

~HUCKLES:

Happy Birthday! Me and your
rat wish you innumerable litUe sisters, Jove,
luck, happiness and two volleyhall -championships . 11/9
" ,
· ·
M.K. Cool, Puff, Care; Love you all so much,
Saturday nii?ht was great SOrry I Drank so
much. Love 'easy. 11712
.:.i...t· >d .. ·..
'ct'>' ·
•·· •
,·· .•. -1;._;:;;i·-r't.=~·.~·- .•• ~
·Found: Grey and white female kitten, apJust in case vou're still interested, it's all
right that you're.6'2". "Do you have a pass to
prox. 2 months old. Near Silver St., Dover.
wiilk in theSe halls?" 11/9
Needs a J-Ood home. Call Kathleen McCormack 868-5000. Da~y_s._l_l/_8_ _ _ _ __
Are the old bones starting to creak? You
LOST: Irish Setter, female?. small, skinny; don't care as Jong as you'll always be able to
red. Near Ham· Smith "10121 ~.rn. (Thur- 1>Ull up the sails right? See you soon. Happy
No collar/tags. Please call Ken. - 659- lJ. Day. K. Lee.11/9
Dearest Doris Ted, Robbie, and T-eddy Lost: one gray handknit ~nRt.liiii . CSuntrise!) - Can't wait to see you all! All
my love, Pearly.. 11/9 ·
OI" Durham Point Road on Friday Oct. 29.
Please call Annie 868-5429! ! Reward:
Hey Soldier - Stay Off my wing. Keep reading
homemade goody! 11/12
·
your economics liie ev~ Friday night. l
hate meeting you at th~elevator. 11/9
Found on Friday night 10/29/76, small young
User cat, sex uilknown, wearing collar. OliBirthday Rat - Watch out for 22 spanks to
viously well-loved. Area of Stoke on Garrison
come from Bottomly. Q!Jring commercials
Avenue. Call Sue or leave message at 862only,
of course. LQve and kisses too. 11/9
1427,JJ/9 . .
Chip - Remember Halloween at the MUB?
Lost: Tan leather gloves in blue pinto car,
LOOK:ed (or you -but you and your botlle were
going to Lee Trame Circre 10!26 or on
!)ridge. Please return. Call Devine Hall 868- · gone. Hope to see you again_. Love, Your lit·Uehiker.
U/12
~ ·
9703. Thank you, Jean Gilman. ll/19
' Lost: Red coral necklace on 'l'u~day be-· _,_ .1 percent- You MIGHT have the nicest body·1
on cam~!! Want
Don't drink_'
.!ween Ballard and.Rosemary Ln. Streets in i
·
99 9 oercent·
Durham. Sentimental value only to owner. the bars drv Halm¥..
1
Reward. Call 659-5575. 11/16.
Another Guitarist seeks worki~ musicians.
Have played bluegrass, country, folk, blues
& origmals for many years. Can a}so play
banjo, dobro and mean washtub bass.YorlCWanted: Female roommate lo share expen- Mame. 207-36.1-2187. 11/16
ses of a 2 bedroom "pt. ~nt reasonable. Call
Party - Its the second anniversary of Rick
early mommgs or evenmgs. 742-5388. 11116
Reali working at the MUB PUB Club. So
Wednesday
November 16, Funk and Bump
ADt. available for sublet now. 1 bdrm., Iiv .•
kit. $120/month. Nice ~ee,, done in pine · nil(bt its 1111rtv time. Da~ contests. Door
Prims,
two
years
Woftb. 1179
.·
ene,liNI·· Call IM-::2818. Jr/23 .
. ("'

$2o Ca.n be yours if you solve the new Nov.
problem s'ponsored oy Pi Mu Epsilon. Copies
of the problem can be obtained in Rm. M312
Kingsllury Hall math _office. l~/16
Teddy Bear.- Happy Anniversary, two years
since we first met. My how time flies when
you're havin' fun. Remember the phone
calls, visits and stereo. How about an extra
November visit because Heaven must be like
this. Love - Chocolate Covered April FooL
11/9

a

1
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cat stats

Football
UNH 31 URl6

Individual

UNH
URI
Team statistics
12
14
First downs ................... _. .. .
159
118
Yards rushing : .................. .
91
rr7
Yards passing .................... .
21
Passes attempted ......•...........
4
8
Passes completed .............. • ...
Had intercepted . .......•.........•.
Total offense . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .
309
246
Return Yardage . . . .. .. . . . . . . . ... . . .
117
22
Punts/avg. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7/35.3 8/41.4
Fumbles/lost . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
1/0
5/2
Penalties/ yards.................... 6/44.
7/56

Rushing
Moser <RD -·····--········
Burnham <NH> ··········-·
Pendry <NH> ··············
Henderson <RD ............·
Loehle <NH> ...............
Lamboy <Rll .................
Crawford (Rll . . ,_ ..........
Passing
Allen <NHl. ....
Bailey <RD ....
Lamboy (Rll ..

no.
23
17
12

0

11
11

'/'
33.3

1

50.0

0
0

14.3

UNH

O
7

0

10

O 6
6
14 0 31

First period
UNH - Pope 50 yd. pass from Allen l Checovich PAR
Second period
UNH - Benson 74 yd. punt return <Chet.ovich PAT>
UNH - Checovich 2 33 yd. FG
Third poriod

UNH - Burnham 10 yd. run ! Cbecovich PAT>
UNH - ~ 13 yd ~ reb.m <Chroliidl PATl
Fourth period
URI - Moser 2 yd. run <pass failed)

yds.

no.

Receiving ·
2
Pope <NH> .................
Welsh <Rll .................· 2
Spann <RI> ...................
Fareorgia <RI> . -...... .....
Loehle ! NH> . . .............
DiPietro <NHl .............
Garcia <RD ................
Crawford <Rll ............. - 1

int.
0
0

TD

scoring summary
URI

Yankee Conference
standings

3'I

7
7

91
88
2

5
7

60

12
12

alt. com. yds ..
15
14
7

TD.

yds.
110

TD

66

~

36
31
19
17
8
2
·2

0
0
0
0

'punting
Welsh <RI) .•...............
Leavitt <NH>. ..............

no.

. avg.

long.

8

41.4
35.3

55
40

Interceptions
Checovich <NH> . ...•.......
McMahon <NH> .. -~ . ...•...

no.

yds

1

26
13

TD
0
0

Hockey
UNH 8 Lowell 2

Soccer

'

New Hampshire ........
Massachusetts .. .......
Maine .. ....•...........
Connecticut .. ~ ........ .
Rhode Island ........ . ..
Boston Univ . ......... ..

w
3
3

2
2

1
1

L
1
1
2
2
3
3

w
7
5
6

2
2
2

L
2
3
3
7
5
6

This weekend.
New Hampshire 31 . .. . . : ... . . . Rhode Island 6
Connecticut 40 . . . .. . ...... ... Boston Univ. 11
Massachusetts 21 ............. . Holy Cross i4
Maine 21 .................... Northeastern 20
Brown 35 ••......•..........•.. Dartmouth 21
Harvard 20 .. ....... . . . ....... Pennsylvania 8
Yale 39 ••• •••••••••• . •••• • •..•• .• Princeton 7
Columbia 35 . •.. .. ..... ...... .• .... Cornell 17
Miami <Fla) 14 . .......... ... Bostori College 6
NPd WPPkPnil

New Hampshire at Massachusetts
Maine at Boston University
Rhode Island at Connecticut
Yale at Harvard
·
Dartmouth at Princeton
Brown at Columbia
Pennsylvania at Cornell
West Chester at Delaware
Syracuse at Boston College

UMass 2 UNH O
-UNH
UM ass

0

0

0

Scoring
First half
UMass - MikeParsons 1unassisted> 26:46
Second half
UMass - Mark Aboot <Tarek Elnabill 41: 58
Shots - UNH 16 • UMass 20
Saves-Mark Hanks <UMass) 10
Bruce Riedell <UNHl 11

Yankee Conference
standings
Connecticut . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
Rhode Island·. . . . . . . . . . . .... .. . .
Vermont . .... .. ........ . ~.....
New Hampshire. .. .... . .... ...
Massachusetts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boston Univ... ... . . ..... .......
Maine. .. . . .... . ..... . .. .......

5
5
4
2
2

1
1

0

0
2
4
4
5
5

First Period
Lowell Yeadon ·cCullinen) pp. 3:21
UNH Luml~y (Fontas) 8:20
UNH Miller <Normand, Gould) 10:16
Lowell McKee <Riley) 15: 26
UNHLumley CForitas) 15:57
UNH Cox <Fontas, Lumley) 16:40
Second period
UNH Crowder <Roy) 2:01
UNH Gould <Unassisted) 5&37
Third period
UNH Gould <Miller> pp 5: 16
·UNHFontas (Surdam, Rando) sh7:10 '
Saves
Magnarelli UNH 20
0 'Brien Lowell 34

FM 1·00 Stereo
AM75

Condon, Doyle,

.

WHEB
.

.

.

FM Stereo.too .
The Seacoast's most1listened-to station gives you
a chance to win a· holiday
turkey .

·If.

·I .

i

I
11

and
a ~uper. Scope
Compact stereo system

and
9 other appliances
withWHEB's

"GREAT TURKEY
MACHINE''

.Groceries
. Cold Beverages
.Fresh Produce
.Magazines & Newspapers
.Health & Beauty Aids
. Gourmet Foods
. Delicatessen
.Quality Meats

:iJ:~:

::=:t

:::::~

i
'Im
~~l

Our butcher .will cut to
your specifications

II

I
~1 ~ i

lll!l

WHEB ... the best music
in stereo 24 hours a day.

(formerly NEWSKY'S)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7 a.m. -11 p.m.
COME IN & REGISTER FOR ,FREE PRIZES!

IDEAL FOOD STORE
7 Madbury Road

.1.11.

Durham, N.H.
.:::j

GRAND OPENING

..· ...

m
l~~~

····@~~=:™~$Ji.iM:$1Ji:Wi~~;:m::;::::Wi!iii~!?.ii?.iiii•ili*i:m::~::f:::: :Mi li:it1t : i :t:i :n: : :i:~1:iWK: : : :=: : : : : : :=r: : :t t tdtlG'illif'h~~··:·:<: :· 41.:~ f=t
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UMass tickets
A~ of yesterday there were 450 tickets left for Saturday's game
agamst Massachusetts.
Tickets can be bought in the ticket office at the Field House.
All seats are reserved and cost five dollars.
Stud~nts can ~uy a ticket with their own ID for $2.50.
. The bc~et office is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. every day. UMass
tickets will be on sale until noontime Friday.

YC football
_With the win over URI, UNH has set the stage for a showdown
with UMass next week.
·
· Massachusetts had"its troubles with Holy Cross Satuday defeating
the C~saders 21-14 .. As in the URI game, UMass hacftorely on a
last mmute score to insure the win
_TheMinutemendrove 80 yards, ·scoring the winning touchdown
with 1: 15 left on the clock.
Co~necticut won. its .second conference game of the year
downmg Boston Umversity. 40-11. The Huskies scored 27 points in
the second half against a dispirited Terrier defense.
UConn Quarterback BermP P~Jmm- lod tho llugkioe paaaing tor
233 yards (11for23) and running for 73.
.
F_or Northeastern it was one of those years. The Huskies lost toMame Saturday, 21-20.
·
The ~inning score came on a Jack Leggett extra point following
a 66 yard youchdown pass.
. North~stern fini~hed the season with a 2-7 record. The com.
bmed oomt total of six of those loss~ is 21 points.-

Mislllatch of the week

The UNH" volleyball team
closed out its season Saturday
with decisive wins over North_e astern and BQston College..
.
In both matches, the Wildcats
seemed to do everything right as
they dominated their opponents.
UNH played consistently setting up spikes and plays.
Northeastern and BC were just
the opposite. Their hits weren't
as challenging and there were
· few spikes.
Northeastern force UNH to
three games winning the middle
game. But led by Barb Sorenson's serving and Nadine
llainol'o hitting, t}:ie Wildcat:5

took the other two games 15-1, 156.

BC fell victim to the combination of Nancy Gitchier and
Pat Casey.
.
Gitchier .:repeatedly set Casey
up with backward sets. Casey in
turn spiked the ball by the
bewildered Eagles as UNH won 15-4.

There was a tie for this week's Mismatch of the week award
between Delaware and Central Iowa.
The Blue Hens demolished Davidson, in the true style of Tubby
. Raymond, 63-0. .
.
Central Iowa trounced intra state rival Upper Iowa 63-0 also.

Hisfop c(liled up
.Fo!mer. U~ hockey star Jamie Hislop was called up to
Cm~mnati Sbn~ers of the World Hockey Association Friday.

Wildcats
crush
BC,NU

the-

Hislop, UNH s leading all time scorer, was cut by the Stingers'
a.11d sent to their farm club earlier this year.
The man behin~ Hislop in scoring, Lou Frigon.has taken over
the head coaching duties at Plattsburgh State College in upstate
New"'!ork. Plattsburgh St. w¥J join Division II this season.
Frigon
was
the
assistant
_c oach
at
RPI.

· Hockey tickets .
Tickets for UNH's exhibition hockey games against Norwich"
and Salem St.
.
.All seats are $1.50 a~d can be bought in the ticket office at the
Fie~d House between rune and five weekdays.
Tickets for tonight's game against St. Anselm's will be sold at
the door for $1.50.
·

NllN hockey
The New Hampshire Network has changed its hockey broadcast

schedule. . .
NHN has dropped the Cornell game on December 11 in favor of
the Brown game on February 8.

In the second game, the Cats
pulled out to a 7-4. Jead. Bev
Harrington stepped to the serving
line and rattled off eight straight
points clinching the · victory for
UNH.
In the match between Northeasterp. and Boston College, the
Huskies won 2-0.
UNff finished the season with a
7-3record.

All
sports .reporters
Mandatory ·
meeting
tonight
at six
in the nit
·office

Buther leads · defense.
FOOTBALL
continued from page 20

"'The Wiiiif carried the ball over
my head and I was just trying to
get at it," Benson said. "I ran
where the hole was and I didn't
really see anything. I just ran~·
Benson broke a tackle at the
· URI 35 and used a good Sam
Checovich block at the 25 to cut
down the sideline for the score
"Benson made a great ·individual effort ·, u Bowes said
"When the kick went over hi~
head, I was just thinking about
getting the ball, but he picked it
up and just made a -great play."
For Rhode Island, the only ef-

fective weapon was fullback Rich , caused fumble ·setting up
M~er who gained 110 yards on 23 ' Checovich 's field goal.
So it. all comes down to one
earned;- Quarterback Kirk Lamboy had a tough afternoon com- game with a Division II playoff
pleting one of seven P,!ISSes.
berth possible if the Cats can
"I was pleased with the overall defeat the Minutemen.
"I · don't think UNH has ever
defensive play," Bowes said.
"Moser proved himself a good been in the ·position to win the
back, but we shut of! their run- . Conference two years in a row,"
ning game fairly well."
Bowes said. "We'll be going after
T~e UNH def~nsive corps was , UMass, we'll be looking forward
agam led by lmebacker Bruce to them. We'd like to keep that
Buther who on two occasions beanpot in my office '8r a full
beat Lamboy's hand off to the year, not just six months."
URI running backs, forcing big
·
losses. Ruther finished an im-~
·pressive afternoon statistically
. with 13 tackles, _4 assists and one -

Rebuilding year ends for UNH
8y Lee Hunsaker

The season's over and it ended
in obscurity.
·
UNH's cross country squad
saw their season come to an end
last Saturday at the New Englands as the Friars of Provk.ence
took it all.
John Treacy of Providence won
the annual event in record time
smashing the existing ~ecord by
12 seconds. Treacy's time was
23:06.

The previous record was set

earlier in the year by Bob Hodge
of the University of Lowell at
23:18.
· All tolled, Providence took the
meet handily with point total of
44. UMass was second at 88 and
Northeastern finished third with
89.

UNH finished well out of the top
twelve. · ·

According to Harrier coach
John Copeland the final_results of
the meet will not be complete for
a couple of weeks so the times of
the Harriers that finished won't
be known for quite some time.
About all that is known is that
co-captain Dave Gelinas finished
65th while running, according to
Copeland, ''the best time of his
life."
The next Cats to finish were, in
order: Mark Berman, Bob
Maurer, Glenn Hilton and Barry
Reinhold.
· Though UNH's showing is not
at all impressive Copeland was
very happy about the season.
. "As a team," stated Copeland,
"I thought we did very well. We
cl,irl run hetter as a group.
"On thewhole Ithink it's been a
_super s~ason on a developmen- .

tal standpoint.''
· Since UNH placed well out of
the picture they will not participate in the ICAAAAs or the
NCAAs because both allow entrance on a qualification basis.
As for Providence~ UMass and
Northeastern however the season
is still going.
The destruction of the course
-recc;>rd (the top three' runners one from each of the top three
schools - all broke the existing
record) displays the power that"
these schools possess.
Northeastern will attempt ' to
defend their ICAAAAs title this
upcoming weekend in New York.
As for UNH it'll be a couple of
weeks rest and then most of the
cross country runners will begin
to prepare for the winter track
season.

•
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Throw away the stats
for this week's game
Moments after the game had ended, the st~ium was almost
completely deserted, as those who stayed to watch the completion
of the game quickly departep when it was 'Over .
With it:he cold November ·winds· gusting up from the depths of
the Lewis Fields swirling up and down the empty stands, as the first signs of darkness began settling down on the shortened afternoon, the Wildcat Marchittg Band gathered in formation and
prepared to leave Cowell stadium for the final time this year.
As they marched along, from within the rows of band members a
,familiar chant was started. Afew seconds later, the entire corp was
shouting the words to the beat of a few stray drumbs.
"Go New Hampshire, beat UMass. Go New Hampshire, beat
UMass. Go New Hampshire, beat UMass."
What the band did was make it ·public, but even without · this
exhibition it was quite apparent that the number one topic being
talked and thought about by everyone as they left the game, was
nuf the: \:onlc:~t ll1c1.l hc1.J ju.~l bc:c:n uc:dut:<l buc racher nexc week's
encounter with Massachusetts.
What had been built up as a difficult roadblock that the Cats had
to overcome on the road to their second Yankee Conference championship battle with UMass, turned out to be UNH' s easiest game
so far this season.
When Bill Burnham swept aro~nd left end and banged his way
for ten yards and the touchdc:rwn that gave UNH a 24-0 lead and
himself the all time Wildcat scoring mark with ·s even minutes to go
·in the third quarter, Rhod~ Island was history as ·another week of
anxiety and anticipation began for the ·Cats in preparation for their
regular season ending showdowp with the Minutemen.
· The victor of the game this Saturday will be the YC champion,
the same as it was last season when UNH pulled off a remarkable'
14-11 upset to capture the Beanpot Trophy for the first time
outright in seven years.
That win over UMass also propelled the Wildcats int9 the
Division II playoffs and with- a few breaks a victpry for UNH
Saturday could do the same thing again this year.
This time around, however, things will be a little different as the
roles that UNH and UMass will take going into the game have
changed.
.
. .
· Last year UMass entered the game as a heavy favorite, with an
unbeaten 8-0 record and ranked sixth in the nation among Division
II schools. Also the Minutemen hadn't lost to the Wildcats in seven
years.
UNH on the other hand was 7-2, and coming off an upset loss to
lowly Springfield the week before-:-'
On Saturday, UNH will most likely be the favorite despite the
fact that the game is being played down in Amherst.
.
Last Saturday's Wildcat 31-6 win over ~hode_ Island was an impressive victory, _UNH's fourth in a row following that nmdbowl
_upset loss to Maine back on Homecoming. Once again the Cats will
enter this game with a 7-2 record.
.
· The Minutemen are 5-3 so far this season, but they have lost two
of their last three,· to Rutgers and Connecticut, and just barely
defeated Holy Cross last Saturday 21-14:
On paper it will probably be QNH as the · team to beat. But
anyone who knows anything about ~his .kind of a college football
game and these two teams know that statistics mean absolutely
nothing on the.day of the game,
·
This game is a grudge match that developed last year when UNH
came out on top. For seven years UMass trounced UNH, so that
alone is plerity.of ~entive for the Cats to want to •win .
When the Cats won last year, it ended all UMass hopes for an
undefeated season, playoff action and just about everything else.
Obviously t;he Minutemen want revenge.
It may be a diche, but even so, forget all the records and
statistics for this game, when the Wildcats and Minutemen take to
the field ·in four days they'll be even right down the line. No one
will.be ab~e to say who is going to win, they can only guess.

l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~;~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.

UNH meets Dartmouth
after loss to UMass ·
The UNH soccer. team will try
to salvage a wiitning season
tomorrow when they play Dartmouth in Hanover-, N .H.
The Wildcats are5-5-1 following
Saturday's
2-0
loss
to
Massachusetts.
It was the worst game I've seen
us ever play," said Scott Davis.
UMass scored once in each
half. The win ties the Minutemen
with UNH in the Yankee Conference with a 2-4 record.
HWe just fell apart," said Jack
Edwards, "We could be 10-2 this
year, but we just can't seem to
put it together for a full ninety
minutes."
·
. U Mass Mike Parsons scored

the only goal the Minutemen
would need at 26:46 of the first
half.
Pa.rsons shot went high in the
air into the wind. It fell through
UNH goalie Bruce Riedell.
UMass EZot an insurance: ;
-~Uy IIate in the game! on ·
-1\farkAbbott's goal at 41: 58. ; UNH will close.....out its season
with Dartmouth.
The Big Green have had some
good games this year.
Against Brown, the number
two team in New England, Dartmouth lost 3-1 in what observers
say was a close game.
Last year, Dartmouth edged
UNH 2-1 in Durham.

PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED
contact Margie Shuer
Women's Athletlc Dept.
. 062-1822
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Cats make Rams fourth straight victim
:!•'*~

YC showdown with UMass
set for Saturday
By Mike Minh?an
UNH coach Bill Bowes came
into the locker room after last
Saturday's game clutching the
brown and white Wilson football.
"That's the game ball," he
said, "and that's an important
one."
.
An important one it was as the
Wildcats 31-6 win over Rhode
Island sets the stage for next
Saturday's showdown between
UNH and Massachusetts for the
Yankee Conference championship. Both teams are 3-1 in the
conference.
"We're back in the same
position we were last year,''
Bowes said. "We're 7-2 again and
in :oosition for the championship
with a win over UMass. I'm
pleased with that."
Bowes had a lot to be pleased
with throughout the afternoon, as
the Cats controlled the action for
the major .portion of the game
and got the big play when it coun·
ted.
Statistically the teams were
about even with Rhode Island actually outgaining the Cats 246-209.
But two interceptions and two
lost fumbles cost the Rams
dearly.
"Today we played very, very
well defensively,'' Bowes said.

"We made 'several key plays including the two interceptions ·
which broke the game open. Also,
we have had a tendency to let up
in the third quarter and let our
opponent back into the game.
Today, we didn't do that. The kids
were ready to play."
UNH put the game away in that
third quarter thanks to Bill Burnham 's ten yard touchdown and
Charlie McMahon's interception
for a touchdown on the ensuing
Rhode Island series.
Burnham was held under 100
yards for the first time this
season. The junior tailback
rushed for 60 yards putting him
over the 1000 yard mark for the
second season in a row.
Rurnhgm '~ tourhdown eives
him '1:l breaking Cy Wentworth's
all time career record (1921-1924)
of 26.
The Cats had built a 17-0 haHtime lead on touchdowns by· Lee
Pope, Tim Benson, and a 33 yard
field goal by Sam Checovich.
Pope's score came on a 50 yard
pass and run play from Jeff Allen
(five for 14, 91 yards) and Benson
scored on a 75 yard punt return,
after the kick had sailed over the
returner's head.
FOOTBALL page 19
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Co-captain Bruce Buther (57) and defensive end Doug Stockbridge put a halt to URl's Rich Moser
Buther led the UNH defense with 13 tackles. <Ed McGrath photo)
·

Four records broken Icemen host St. A's tonight
By Mike Minigan

·in Wildcat romp
The UNH w~men's swimming
Rhonda Goddard in addition to
team glided1 to their second win taking three firsts, set a new
of the season Fridav. The Wild- record in the 100 backstroke.
cats defeated Vermont (Mont- Goddard trimmed one tenth of a
' pelier) 111-20 ,
second off of a teammate Martha
UNH took all 15 firsts. Vermont Batch's record of 1: 11.8.
placed in only the 500 freestyle
The fourth record was broken
and the diving competition.
in the 200 medley relay.
Four team records were
UNH's top point getter was
broken by UNH.
Deena Bailey. Bailey took four
Laurie Schulte's time of 2:08.8" firsts winning both diving comin the 200 broke the record she petions; the 50 breaststroke and
had set. Her time in the 100 wa-s--the 200 medley relay.
56.~
The Wildcats' next meet is next
Schulte has already qualified Tuesday against Dartmouth in
for the Eastern Regionals in Hanover.
March in the 200 freestyle.

the scoring parade were Bob . Evans," Holt said. "Magnarelli
The UNH hockey team hosts _ Miller,. Jon _Fontas, Cox and looked super quick even though
St. Anselm's tonight at 7:00 in Crowder with single goals, Fon- he wasn't really shot at and both
Snively Aren~ in die Cats second tas' short handed goal in the third boys have the confidence to suit
exhibition game of the season.
period combined with three me."
The Wildcats had things pretty assists made him the evening's
There will be some minor permuch their own way last Friday scorer. sonnel changes in tonights game.
night waltzing past the Univer"We're primarily concerned Captain Barry Edgar who did not
sity of Lowell, 8-2.
with conditioning ·a t this point,'' play against Lowell probably will
"I was extremely pleased with Holt said. "We hope to become return to his spot on the first line.
the play of our f~rwards," said better organized in the next few
Holt will send John Normand,
UNH coach Charlie Holt. "We games. I feel ~at we were at the and Gary Burns to the fourth line
haven't spent too much time on same stage as Lowell last Friday, with freshman Johnny Francis
o~ overall team play yet, but I - but they tended to give up the
possible seeing action. The other
·felt we moved the puck very puck before thay had to."
lines will remain intact.
well.''
Holt said that he expects a
Also, defensemen Paul Powers
Dave Lumley and Bob Gould to_µ~her opponent tonight in St. who is battling a case of mono
had two goals apiece for the Uiselm's but said that "Any team Will play tonight, paired with Tim
Wildcats as six different players can beat us. It all depends on the Burke.
scored.
"The problem is defense," Holt
bounce of the puck."
UNH fell behind 1-0 early in the
Dan Magnarelli was in goal for said. "I'm trying to get a look at
first period on a power play goal the Cats against Lowell and tur- everybody in these early games.
by Lowell's Barry Yeadon, but ned aside 20 shots.
We have several fellows in the
the Cats used goals by Lumley
Holt said that junior Mark battle for the defensemen slots
and Ralph Cox late in the first Evans will start tonight with both with Powers and Burke on the
period and quick goals by Gould netminders seeing action this first line and Rando, Harvie and
and Terry f:rowder in the second weekend in St. Louis.
Blood probably having the adperiod to take the play away.
"I don't see any way that I will vantage for the other spots."
Behind Lumley and Gould in depart from Magnarelli and

UNH takes NE consolation
By Paul Keegan
The UNH Field Hockey team
shrugged off a disappointing
second-round loss to tenth seed
&>uthern Connecticut Friday and
came back to sweep their next
three games to take the finals of
the consolation portion of the
New England Regional Tournament, last weekend.
.
The Wildcats beat the University of Brockport on penetration
time Sunday afternoon in the
consolation finals at Brown
University.

UNH's Marha Hatch tries to make up some ground in the
backstroke during last Friday's meet. <Scott Spalding photo)

Rilling. "We totally dominate tne
game in penetration time, but we
couldJ:l'!seem to score."
UNH must have used up all
their goals the day. before when
they knocked off UMass 3-2 and
Bates College 6-1.
"We got quite a few goals on
Friday," said Rilling, "which is
something we were unable to do
with any consistency all season."

Laura O'Donnell, Marisa
Didio, a·nd Diane Brooks scored
the goals against UMass. In the
The contest was tied at the end Bates mismatch, Gail Griffith
of regulation play, 0-0, but UNH tallied three times, Didio twice,
spent over nine minutes in the and Cathy Sanborn once.
penetration zone (located within
25 yards of the opposition's goal)
Of the Southern Connecticut
compared to only four for Brock- squad, Rilling said, ''They were
port.
_just a complete team. When I
watched them in the finals from
"It was the same old thing an objective point of view, I saw
that's been happening all season that, although we were stronger ·
long," said Wildcat coach Jean in certain areas, they were a

more complete team than we
were."
SConn eventually went to the
fffials before losing to Springfield
College. Both teams will travel to
the National Tournament later
this month.
"I'm very pleased with the way
the girls did. I think is was a very
successful . tournament, winning
three out of four games," said
Rilling.
"They were a little disappointed at losing so early, but
they came home happy."
The Wildcats will have the lmJk
Of · their team returning next
season, losing only Alicia Martinelli.
''She will be sorely missed next
season," said Rilling, "but we
should be strong next year. I
think they did exceptionally well
this year for such a young team."

